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On behalf of the EVPA Trustees, it’s my pleasure to introduce the 3rd European 
Venture Philanthropy Directory.
 

You will note this directory is much expanded, as the EVPA has doubled in size over 
the past year.  At the time of going to press, we have  66 members, increasing at 2-3 
members per month.  Clearly, models of philanthropy which combine finance and 
business consulting are gaining traction across Europe.  Our members now span 15 
European countries and a breadth of experience and practice.
 

The purpose of this directory is to give an overview of the field of VP and identify 
European practitioners.  While primarily a directory of EVPA members, we have 
included reference to other key organisations in this growing field, as part of our 
mission is to give visibility to the industry and in fact provide a platform for future 
industry growth.  Although growing rapidly, this movement is very much in its 
infancy.  If you are aware of organisations who should be in our directory, please 
let us know.  We’ll be happy to list them on our website and include them in future 
annual directories.
 

The EVPA’s mission is to promote VP throughout Europe and, of course, to assist our 
members in developing their own operations.  In that regard, we hold workshops, 
have formed working groups around specific topics, conduct research, and 
hold country meetings.  If you have an interest in VP, please contact us for more 
information.  You can do that through our website – www.evpa.eu.com
 

This directory has been sponsored by Amadeus Capital Partners Ltd and we very 
much appreciate their support.  In addition, the EVPA has four overall sponsors – 3i, 
Barclays PE, KPMG and Natixis PE, whose support we gratefully acknowledge.
 

I would also like to thank Andrew Milner, Rob John and Carl Harris for the efforts 
they’ve made in putting this directory together, based upon the earlier work of 
consulting editor, Susan Mackenzie.
 

Please engage with us.
 

Douglas L Miller
Chairman
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Introduction

About	this	Directory

The European Venture Philanthropy Directory is the first compilation of venture 
philanthropy organisations and resources in Europe.  Published by the European 
Venture Philanthropy Association (EVPA), the leading membership association 
supporting individuals and organisations interested in venture philanthropy in 
Europe, the Directory is intended to be a useful reference for grant-makers, grant-
seekers and private banks, as well as any others interested in the area.
  

We hope that this Directory will become a ‘living’ document, and invite readers 
to submit information on additional venture philanthropy organisations and 
resources, especially those in countries not already included in the Directory.

The Venture Philanthropy ‘primer’ following this Introduction provides a 
background on the venture philanthropy approach to grant-making, while the 
core of the Directory offers profiles of all EVPA members, including case studies of 
investments made by member venture philanthropy funds.  Also included are a 
host of other helpful resources for venture philanthropists.

To submit a Directory entry or learn more about venture philanthropy in Europe, or 
to get involved, please visit EVPA at www.evpa.eu.com
or email us at info@evpa.eu.com.  

About	the	EVPA

EVPA, a membership association made up of individuals and organisations 
interested in, or practising, venture philanthropy, was established in October 
2004 and is a registered charity based in the UK. The organisation has received 
endorsement from the European Private Equity and Venture Capital  Association, 
which has 900 member firms in over 20 European countries, and has received 
financial sponsorship from 3i, Barclays Private Equity, Natixis Private Equity and 
KPMG, as well as pro bono legal support from S J Berwin.
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EVPA has three membership categories: 

•	 Full	Membership is open to organisations or individuals whose primary 
activity is venture philanthropy.

•	 Associate	Membership is open to organisations or individuals with a 
serious interest in venture philanthropy, but for whom it is not their primary 
activity.

•	 Honorary	Membership is at the discretion of the EVPA Board, and may be 
offered to those individuals or organisations who the Board believes can 
provide valuable insight and/or assistance in helping the EVPA achieve its 
mission and goals.  Current Honorary Members are the European Private 
Equity and Venture Capital  Association (EVCA), the European Foundation 
Centre (EFC), and David Carrington, a UK-based independent consultant. 

EVPA has two main aims: to support its members in carrying out their venture 
philanthropy activities, and to promote venture philanthropy throughout Europe. 
To achieve this mission, EVPA:

• provides a forum within which European-based venture philanthropists can 
network, exchange ideas and debate best practice;

• informs potential donors and others of the role and benefits of venture 
philanthropy and facilitates its development, with the aim of increasing 
knowledge and acceptance of the benefits of venture philanthropy in the 
charitable sector;

• facilitates and promotes new venture philanthropy efforts; and

• seeks to increase the effectiveness of venture philanthropy through 
research, working groups and conferences.

EVPA activities to date include three annual European conferences in London, Paris 
and Madrid, a series of Country Seminars throughout Europe, a research project 
mapping venture philanthropy activity in Europe, and working groups exploring 
key issues for venture philanthropists.

For more information about EVPA, visit our website, www.evpa.eu.com, or contact 
us at info@evpa.eu.com. 
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What	is	venture	philanthropy?	

Venture Philanthropy is an approach to charitable giving that applies venture 
capital principles - such as long-term investment and hands-on support - to the 
citizen sector.  Venture philanthropists work in partnership with a wide range 
of organisations that have a clear social objective.  These organisations may be 
charities, social enterprises or socially-driven commercial businesses, with the 
particular organisational form subject to country-specific legal and cultural norms. 
  

Modern forms of venture philanthropy began in the US approximately 10 years 
ago. Today, there are several hundred venture philanthropy groups now active in 
the US.  The largest network is Seattle-based Social Venture Partners (www.svpi.
org), which has affiliates in 21 North American cities.  Venture philanthropy in the 
US is now a well-recognised concept, and has been supported by many of the 
larger US foundations as a way to both improve the operational effectiveness of 
charities and to give donors more confidence that their charitable donations are 
being used efficiently.

Venture philanthropy investments can be used to assist charities in start-up 
operations, expansion of activities, mergers or re-structuring. In certain cases 
venture philanthropy funds work with other major grant-making trusts on a co-
investment basis in order to leverage their own capital.

European donors and grant-makers began experimenting with venture 
philanthropy in a quantifiable form within the last few years. Notably, in Europe 
the term ‘venture philanthropy’ is used broadly to encompass a range of practices, 
which have evolved in different geopolitical contexts.  By the end of 2005, there 
were roughly two dozen venture philanthropy organisations operating across 
Europe, including in Belgium, the Czech Republic, Estonia, France, Germany, 
Hungary, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Switzerland and the UK. 
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Key	characteristics	of	venture	philanthropy

As venture philanthropy spreads globally, specific practices may be adapted to 
local conditions, yet it maintains a set of widely accepted, key characteristics.
These are: 

•	 High	engagement: venture philanthropists have a close, hands-on  
relationship with the social entrepreneurs and ventures they support, 
driving innovative and scalable models of social change. Some may take 
board places in these organisations, and all are far more intimately involved 
at strategic and operational levels than are traditional non-profit funders. 

•	 Tailored	financing: as in venture capital, venture philanthropists take an 
investment approach to determine the most appropriate financing for 
each organisation.  Depending on their own missions and the ventures 
they choose to support, venture philanthropists can operate across the 
spectrum of investment returns. Some offer non-returnable grants (and 
thus accept a purely social return), while others use loan, mezzanine or 
quasi-equity finance (thus blending risk-adjusted financial and social 
returns).

•	 Multi-year	support:	venture philanthropists provide substantial and 
sustained financial support to a limited number of organisations.  Support 
typically lasts at least three to five years, with an objective of helping the 
organisation to become financially self-sustaning by the end of the funding 
period.

•	 Non-financial	support: in addition to financial support, venture 
philanthropists provide value-added services such as strategic planning, 
marketing and communications, executive coaching, human resource 
advice and access to other networks and potential funders.  

•	 Organisational	capacity-building: venture philanthropists focus 
on building the operational capacity and long-term viability of the 
organisations in their portfolios, rather than funding individual projects or 
programmes.  They recognise the importance of funding core operating 
costs to help these organisations achieve greater social impact and 
operational efficiency.

•	 Performance	measurement: venture philanthropy investment is 
performance-based, placing emphasis on good business planning, 
measurable outcomes, achievement of milestones, and high levels of 
financial accountability and management competence.  
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Venture	philanthropy:	rewards	and	reasons1		

For some donors, being closely involved in the work of the organisations they 
support is a reward in itself. For other donors, venture philanthropy represents a 
means to an end, as a pragmatic way to achieve a broad spectrum of goals in the 
non-profit sector: 

1.	 Venture	philanthropy	can	leverage	greater	impact	in	targeted	issue	
areas.		Many venture capitalists focus their business investments on 
companies within a specific industry or geographic area. Similarly, venture 
philanthropy can leverage impact within a discrete area of the non-
profit sector, such as children and youth, education, the arts, health care, 
homelessness, the environment, etc. Some venture philanthropists have 
narrowed their focus to one or a few issue areas that particularly motivate 
them or to which they bring specific expertise. 

2.	 Venture	philanthropy	can	serve	as	a	catalyst	for	start-up	non-profit	
organisations.	 New non-profit organisations, like start-up businesses, 
need more than financing; they rely on the ‘sweat equity’ of their founders 
and volunteer partners to launch programmes and build infrastructure. 
While new non-profits are often started by visionary leaders, they need 
the management expertise and skills offered by venture philanthropists to 
embed their compelling ideas into a sustainable organisational  strategy.  
Moreover, while many charitable donors are attracted to innovative 
projects, venture philanthropists understand the need for general operating 
support to build overall institutional capacity. 

 
3.	 Venture	philanthropy	can	assist	non-profits	in	replicating	successes	and	

bringing	their	work	‘to	scale’.	 Many non-profit organisations lack access to 
the financing and networks required for replication or substantial growth.  
In the private sector, businesses can draw upon a wide range of resources 
for ‘mezzanine financing’ to fuel their growth.  Venture philanthropists can 
provide equivalent forms of financing to non-profits while supporting them 
with business expertise and access to other support networks, in an effort 
to ‘bring to scale’ their successful activities. 

1 This section is excerpted from All in the Same Boat: An introduction to 
engaged philanthropy (2005), published by EVPA member NESsT.  All 
in the Same Boat provides answers for the most common questions 
raised by donors who are considering a venture philanthropy approach 
to their charitable giving and serves as a resource for existing venture 
philanthropists to introduce this concept to others.  Electronic and/or 
printed copies may be purchased from the NESsT Publications link at 
www.nesst.org. A discount rate is available for bulk orders from EVPA 
members.
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4.	 Venture	philanthropy	can	help	non-profits	strengthen	their	
organisational	capacity.		Non-profit organisations are under increasing 
financial scrutiny, to ensure that the money given to them is allocated 
primarily to programmes and that the costs of administrative overhead 
remain as low as possible. It is critical that philanthropic resources are 
applied efficiently to fulfil their social, educational, environmental or 
cultural missions. However, the emphasis on cost containment may put the 
organisational capacity of many non-profits at risk. Venture philanthropists 
often invest in organisational development to help non-profits increase 
their ability to do more good work more effectively.

5.	 Venture	philanthropy	can	help	to	diversify	the	non-profit	funding	base.		
Non-profits worldwide are launching entrepreneurial activities to generate 
income or to further their charitable missions. These ‘social enterprises’ 
range from the sale of products in museum shops to cafés that provide 
employment for the non-profit’s target constituency (eg, homeless, 
physically disabled, mentally handicapped, etc). Venture philanthropy, like 
venture capital investing, can provide the financing and business acumen 
needed for these social enterprises. Venture philanthropists also help non-
profits develop the financial systems and management structures required 
to sustain these social enterprises over the long term. Venture capital 
investing, can provide the financing and business acumen needed for these 
social enterprises. Venture philanthropists also help non-profits develop 
the financial systems and management structures required to sustain these 
social enterprises over the long term.

How	can	I	get	involved	in	venture	philanthropy?

Not every donor is ready or willing to establish a venture philanthropy fund.  There 
are many ways to approach and experiment with integrating the principles and 
practices of venture philanthropy into your charitable giving, with incremental 
degrees of engagement and commitment. 

1.	 Learn	more	about	venture	philanthropy: You can start by exploring the 
work of EVPA members and other venture philanthropy resources included 
in this Directory.

2.	 Join	EVPA	or	attend	an	event	of	venture	philanthropists:  The EVPA is 
a membership organisation with both Full and Associate members. All 
members benefit from the EVPA’s services, which include conferences, 
training programmes, publications and research.  EVPA hosts a number of 
country meetings throughout the year for individuals and organisations 
interested in venture philanthropy.  Visit EVPA’s website for more 
information.
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3.	 Donate	to	an	established	venture	philanthropy	fund:	 If you feel ready to 
experiment, you could contribute financial support to a venture philanthropy 
fund in your country. Furthermore, some venture philanthropy funds provide 
services on a contractual basis to support the grantees of external donors in 
the same way as they support their own portfolio.    

4.	 Increase	your	involvement	in	a	charity	or	social	venture	that	you	already	
support:	Working with a known and trusted organisation or project gives 
you added confidence to experiment with a more involved relationship, 
where you might offer your time and skills, as well as access to your network 
of contacts. You can start by asking the executive director how you can be 
most helpful.  Alternatively, you can support the work of an EVPA member’s 
portfolio organisation.  One of the EVPA’s goals is to establish a network of 
individuals who are looking to participate in specific projects or who can help 
either the EVPA or its members.  

5.	 Establish	a	venture	philanthropy	fund.  If the venture philanthropy approach 
resonates with you, consider establishing your own fund or applying 
venture philanthropy principles to your current giving.  The EVPA is keen 
to support the evaluation and, if appropriate, the establishment of local 
venture philanthropy operations.  We have written material on processes for 
establishing such an operation, to supplement local professional advice.  The 
EVPA can also provide introductions to help you get started.
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Alfanar

18 Parkside
28-56 Knightsbridge
London SW1X 7JW
United	Kingdom

Tel  + 44 (0)207 235 5502
Email  info@alfanar.org.uk
Web  www.alfanar.org.uk

Year founded 2004

Sector focus Broad sector focus, financial sustainability a cross-cutting 
theme

Geographical focus Arab countries

Size of fund €250,000 (£170,000) approximately

Investment support Grants, some technical assistance

Investment size €12,000-€35,000 (£8,000-£25,000) per project. Projects of 12 
months duration each 

Alfanar, formerly Arab Learning Initiative, a venture philanthropy fund, supports 
grassroots organisations in the Arab world that promote social change. It supports
projects in a variety of sectors, including education, health, strengthening of civil 
society, empowerment of women, human rights and the environment. Funded 
projects may deliver services, develop skills or encourage activism. In all cases, 
Alfanar emphasises financial sustainability to decrease dependence on external 
funding. Alfanar offers both grants and non-financial support by bringing to bear the 
professional skills of its staff as well as its partner organisations.

Currently with one office in Egypt, Alfanar plans gradually to expand its presence
into most, if not all, the Arab countries. It aims to have a local presence in any country 
in which it operates so as to be able to support projects of the highest quality, most 
effectively.

Alfanar is developing long-term relationships with both the organisations it supports 
and its donors. Alfanar believes that achieving social change is a long-term goal, 
requiring a long-term commitment. It will also develop partnerships with the private 
sector, academic institutions and others that can support as well as benefit from its 
work.
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BonVenture	
Management	GmbH

Pettenkoferstrasse 37
D-80336 München
Germany

Tel +49 (89) 2000125-30
Email info@bonventure.de 
Web www.bonventure.de 

Year founded 2003

Sector focus Social (disabled or elderly people, unemployment, children,     
education, innovative social services)
Ecological (food and water quality, solar and regenerative 
energy, environmental protection, recycling, protection of 
nature and species, ecological technologies)

Geographical focus German-speaking countries (Germany, Austria, Switzerland)

Size of fund €5.5 million (first closing/evergreen fund)

Investment support Equity, loans, small grants, consulting,
networking, capacity building

Investment size Investment size: €100,000 - €750,000 over 1-5 years

BonVenture funds companies and organisations with a social and/or ecological purpose 
in German-speaking countries. The foundation seeks projects that are innovative with 
a strong social impact, are led by motivated and committed social entrepreneurs, and 
will be financially self-sustaining in the longterm. Utilising an investment approach, 
BonVenture aims to invest €100,000 – €750,000 per project, together with co-investors, 
through equity, mezzanine financing, and loans. It also offers infrastructure support, 
consulting and networking to its investees.
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CAN	-	Breakthrough

32-36 Loman Street
London  SE1 0EE
United	Kingdom

Tel +44 845 456 2537
Fax +44 845 456 2538
Email breakthrough@can-online.org.uk
Web www.can-online.org.uk

Year founded CAN founded 1998; Breakthrough fund launched 2005

Sector focus Social enterprise

Geographical focus Currently UK-based social enterprises

Size of fund € 3m raised to date

Investment support High-engagement grants, strategic support, focussed capacity 
building, advocacy

Investment size Variable according to specific investment plan

Breakthrough, founded by CAN and private equity firm Permira, provides strategic 
support and growth capital to established social enterprises with the ambition and 
potential to significantly scale up their businesses and their social impact.

CAN, itself a practising and growing social enterprise, has a track record of providing 
management support to social enterprises across the UK.  Permira brings a 20-year 
record of supporting business growth and transformation.

Breakthrough does not provide start-up funding, but concentrates on supporting 
established social enterprises with a minimum of 3 years’ trading history and a 
profitable, scalable business model. 
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d.o.b	foundation

Ijsseldijk 1
8194 LA Veessen
The	Netherlands

Tel +31 578 63 11 11
Email info@dobfoundation.nl
Web www.dobfoundation.com 

Year founded 1997

Sector focus social innovation and enterprise

Geographical focus none

Size of fund N/a

Investment support •   high engagement
•   multi-year support
•   tailored financing

Investment size  € 50,000 – € 2,000,000

d.o.b	foundation is a private non-profit organisation for development cooperation. We 
strive for a structurally better and more just world, in which all people can develop their 
talents to reach their full potential. We approach this challenge from two angles: via 
projects and by creating a platform. 

Projects: each year we identify a small number of large-scale projects that have the 
potential for breakthroughs in thinking or doing. These projects involve all stakeholders, 
are innovative and scalable and aim to tackle problems in the local environment. We 
provide financial and non-financial support in the shape of investment, coaching, 
connecting to networks, facilitation, and performance management.

Platform: we provide a platform where people meet and share ideas. Where head, heart 
and hands can come together and create innovative solutions to, often old, problems. 
We want to see leadership evolve; creative rebels and the establishment connect; and 
the open exchange of lessons learnt.

During the past ten years, the foundation has taken part in over 100 projects in 26 
different countries. These include Universal Spectacles (see case study), a project to 
develop affordable glasses for the world’s poorest people; Tanga Fresh, a project to 
support small-scale dairy farmers in Tanzania; and HandsOn Micro Credit Netherlands 
which provides small loans to people with a minimum income who want to start their 
own company. 
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Fondation	Demeter

44, rue Vaneau
75007 Paris 
France

Tel + 33 (0)1 4548 8856
Email contact@fondationdemeter.com

Year founded 1994

Sector focus Income-generating programmes, microfinance, self-sufficiency 
and governance in NPOs

Geographical focus Europe for self-sufficiency and governance-related 
programmes
International for income-generated and microfinance activities

Size of fund €300,000

Investment support Free support and advisory services, participation on boards, 
interest-free loans for credit fund, and grants for organisational 
costs

Investment size €10,000 - €500,00 per programme over a medium-term period

Founded in 1995, Fondation Demeter, a French Foundation under the auspices of 
Fondation de France, aims to help charities improve their operating processes and 
governance principles so as to make the best use of their resources and to become 
self-sufficient.
  

The foundation focuses on organisations involved in humanitarian, social and economic 
work, but does not limit its investment scope geographically.  Demeter’s main 
investment criterion is potential social impact of the programmes it supports, which it 
assesses on the ground by tracking social data, such as school attendance or vaccination 
and nutrition analysis.

Relationships with beneficiaries typically last from five to seven years, beginning with 
advisory assistance and progressing to financial support after six to twelve months.  
Demeter invests €30,000 - €50,000 annually, typically comprising 80% interest-free loans 
and 20% grants, with the loans given over a three to five year period.
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Fondation	PhiTrust
	

41 rue Boissy d’Anglas
75008 Paris
France

Tel + 33 (0)1 55 35 07 55
Web www.phitrust.com

Year founded 2004

Sector focus Social entrepreneurs, education, environment. healthcare, 
cultural

Geographical focus Europe, Asia, Africa, South America

Size of fund Target fund size is €5 million

Investment support Grants, part of solidarity fund management fees

Investment size Typically €100,000 - €120,000

PhiTrust specialises in shareholder engagement and strategic philanthropic planning in 
Europe. As active and engaged investors, PhiTrust also assists solidarity-based initiatives 
and sustainable projects throughout their evolution using PhiTrust Foundation (for non-
profit activities) created in February 2004, which operates under the aegis of  Institut de 
France and/or PhiTrust Partenaires, a French venture philanthropy company created in 
2005 (for social profit activities). We believe it is possible to use an investment approach 
in funding and assisting such projects. 

PhiTrust’s services include strategic planning, where we advise families and corporations 
who wish to develop and structure, or revive a philanthropic strategy, helping them to 
define goals, implement a strategy and providing follow-up and reporting of results. In 
addition, the PhiTrust Screening Platform identifies, selects and accompanies projects 
in:

•  Social development: subsidised housing, employment, healthcare;

•  Culture and education: training programmes in science, medical research;

•  Environment: alternative energies; and

•  Microfinance

PhiTrust provides its expertise and advisory services to: the Sovereign Order of Malta, 
WWF International  (Switzerland and France), United Way of America (USA), Essilor, Suez 
Environnement (France), France Terre (France)

It has also developed a network of strong partnerships throughout Europe:
The Institut de France (France), The Centre Français des Fondations (France), Ashoka 
(France), UBS (Switzerland),  Marie et Alain Philippsson Foundation (Belgium), the 
European Venture Philanthropy Association (UK).
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Fondazione	Oliver	Twist	Onlus

Via Bigli, 21
Milan  20121
Italy

Tel +39 (0)2 77718726 
Email info@fondazioneolivertwist.org 
Web www.fondazioneolivertwist.org

Year founded 2005

Sector focus Children

Geographical focus Italy

Size of fund €3.3 million/year

Investment support Grants, capacity building, operational involvement

Investment size Typically €100,000/€250,000 over 2-3 years

Oliver Twist is a charitable foundation incorporated on 23 September 2005 by
the Kairos Group as founding partner. The foundation’s objective is
to help young people in difficult situations by combining specific skills in this area
with private funding. Oliver Twist supports disadvantaged young people, through
funding and managing projects in the areas of:
 

• abandonment and ill treatment

• learning difficulties and school drop-outs

• behavioural difficulties

• social exclusion and risk of delinquency

Oliver Twist adopts a dual approach to its support, providing both cash donations
and operational involvement. It also may initiate its own projects. All
projects are directly identified, supervised and managed by Oliver Twist staff
(including recruitment, development and project allocation of human resources
as well as project monitoring to the conclusion of the project).
In the coming years, Oliver Twist will seek to create concrete and close ties
with the target organisations, growing hand-in-hand with them. Its two key
objectives are to:

• directly-run projects for the prevention of: social exclusion, dropping out of      
 school, learning disorders and the risk of delinquency; and

• support dependable non-profit organisations by implementing specific projects 
 designed to tackle abandonment and abuse of minors. 
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George	Avenue

P.O. Box 20
6740 AA Lunteren
The	Netherlands

Tel + 31 (0)318 59 64 00
Email info@noaber.com 
Web www.noaber.com

Year founded 2000

Sector focus Technology, education, culture and community, and health and 
care

Geographical focus We have concentrated our activities in Western Europe, the US, 
Israel, India, Romania and (South) Africa

Size of fund Allocation from funds according to annual investment plans

Investment support In addition to its financial investments (equity, loans 
and mezzanine financing), George Avenue also provides 
management support and coaching

Investment size Typically €100,000 - €500,000 as seed capital. Participation in 
multiple rounds of financing is possible

George Avenue is a social venture fund initiated by the Noaber Foundation. The Noaber 
Foundation supports organisations and projects that aim for societal renewal. ‘Noaber’ 
is the Eastern and Northern Dutch dialect word for neighbour. The Noaber Foundation 
wishes to assist its ‘noabers’ and work together with them in a society in which the 
citizen holds a central position. This must happen in a lasting and enterprising fashion. 
The Noaber Foundation expects its partners to have the same attitude. This is called 
‘new noabership’.

George Avenue supports businesses with ‘added value’ delivering multiple returns.  First 
and foremost, George Avenue seeks ‘social’ returns – those that can be assessed in terms 
of social development.  Whilst the investments should also generate financial returns, 
George Avenue believes that, to be successful, the businesses the fund invests in 
should be built around social initiatives. Contributing to returns for the society involves 
projects that have a longer horizon than is generally appropriate for purely commercial 
investments.

George Avenue invests in the following areas:

• Technology: information and communication technology as a tool to bridge the
 digital divide.
• Education, culture and community: businesses that support the development 
 and transfer of knowledge and culture. This domain includes activities such as 

the development of new and innovative learning methods, music, museums. 
Financial infrastructure in developing countries (such as microcredit) is a 
separate theme within this field.

• Health and care: innovative technologies that contribute to improve processes 
within health and care.
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Good	Deed	Foundation

11 Pikk St
10123 Tallinn
Estonia

Tel + 372 630 9636
Email info@heategu.ee
Web www.heategu.ee/eng

Year founded 2003

Sector focus Social entrepreneurship

Geographical focus Estonia

Size of fund N/A (fundraising for specific projects)

Investment support Core cost funding, capacity building advice and technical 
assistance

Investment size From seed funding up to €650,000 for 3-5 years

Good Deed Foundation invests in social enterprises and traditional non-profit 
organisations that show the greatest potential to solve pressing problems in Estonian 
society. They come from two sources – some are new ventures established by us, others 
we find by evaluating the effectiveness of existing organisations. We are the only 
organisation in Estonia with the mission of developing social entrepreneurship.

We support our investees by applying the venture philanthropy model, that is, 
providing long-term financial support (grants, underwriting loans) and engaging expert 
volunteers (from, for instance, Hansabank, Hill & Knowlton, KPMG, Fontes). The driving 
idea is to create the greatest possible change in society.

As of Summer 2007, our portfolio includes three investees: 

• Re-Use	Centre – a social enterprise that collects, fixes and resells used goods, 
thereby financing environmental education and training programmes

• Health	Estonia	Foundation – a social enterprise providing HIV-education 
programmes in the workplace

• Youth	to	School	– an educational programme that encourages talented 
university graduates with leadership potential to teach at challenging 
secondary schools.

In order to build a base of future social entrepreneurs, Good Deed Foundation launched 
its youth programme in Spring 2007, to support young people aged 14-19 in realising 
their first community projects.



Impetus	Trust

Hamilton House
Mabledon Place
London  WC1H 9BB 
United	Kingdom

Tel + 44 (0)207 953 0530
Email info@impetus.org.uk  
Web www.impetus.org.uk

Year founded 2003

Sector focus Charities making a demonstrable, significant and 
sustainable difference to the lives of a substantial number of 
disadvantaged people

Geographical focus Charities with headquarters in England or Wales

Size of fund €11.8 million (£8million) including co-investment and the value 
of pro bono expertise

Investment support Core cost funding, management support and targeted capacity 
building

Investment size €220,000-€660,000 (£150,000-£450,000), including co-
investment, with support over 3–5 years

Founded in 2003, Impetus Trust is the UK’s first general venture philanthropy fund.  
Impetus uses a model of strategic funding coupled with expertise to transform the 
performance of the charities we back and so turn around more lives. As of July 2007, our 
portfolio charities have achieved, on average, annual growth of 20% in turnover and 
53% in the number of people they have helped.   

We leverage our direct funding by seeking co-investment and using our network of 
volunteer associates, so that for every £1 invested by Impetus, we generate over £1 in 
co-investment and another £1 in pro bono expertise for our charities.  

Impetus has made nine investments to date, with a diverse portfolio of charities:

St.	Giles	Trust: focusing on homelessness for prisoners and ex-offenders;
Speaking	Up: empowering people with learning difficulties; 
Leap	Confronting	Conflict:	conflict resolution programmes for young people;
beat: beating eating disorders;
Naz	Project	London: support and advice on sexual health issues within targeted
minority ethnic communities;
Keyfund	Federation:	skills development for marginalised young people;
Camfed	International:	supporting girls’ education in rural Sub-Saharan Africa;
The	Fairtrade	Foundation: promoting the Fairtrade mark and products:
IntoUniversity:	learning centres for young people.
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Invest	for	Children

Via Augusta
200 10 2a Norte
08021 Barcelona
Spain

Tel + 34 93 2405752
Email info@investforchildren.org  
Web www.investforchildren.org

Year founded 1999

Sector focus Differently-abled people

Geographical focus Europe, with special focus on Southern Europe

Size of fund To date €1.5m in all projects

Investment support Marketing and strategy development, advocacy

Investment size Min €1,000 to max €250,000

Invest for Children (i4c) is a non-profit organisation whose aim is to help provide a better 
life for differently-abled people, drawing special attention to individuals diagnosed 
with Down’s syndrome. In order to achieve its objectives i4c promotes social awareness 
towards integration, helps non-profit organisations in developing strategies to generate 
recurrent revenues and encourages social responsibility by companies, connecting them 
with foundations to promote the ssocial and work-related integration of differently-
abled people.

The Invest for Children Foundation has presences in the United Kingdom (London),
Spain (Barcelona) and Italy (Milan) and is registered as a public foundation in the United 
Kingdom and Spain.



Najeti	SAS

Chemin des Bois - Acquin-Westbécourt
62380 Lumbres
France

Tel + 33 (0)3 21 39 78 91
Fax + 33 (0)3 21 39 74 58
E-mail Thibaud.durand@najeti.com
Web www.najeti.com

At the time of printing, no further information had been made available to the EVPA 
about this recently-joined member.
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NESsT	Europa

Kalvin ter 2. I/2 
H-1053 Budapest 
Hungary

Tel + 36 (1) 267 0231
Email nesst@nesst.org   
Web www.nesst.org

Year founded 1997; NESsT Venture Fund Founded in 2001

Sector focus Social enterprise development

Geographical focus Central and Eastern Europe; Latin America

Size of fund US$1.2m (FY2007)

Investment support Venture grants, venture planning grants, one-on-one capacity 
building/mentoring, extensive pro bono professional services 
from local Business Advisory Network, and leveraged funds 
from other local donors and business leaders
through NESsT Investors Circle

Investment size Venture Grants of US$1,000 - 10,000 (€835 - 8,345) with 
multiple rounds of financing provided over average three-year 
period; capacity-building
investments of US$2,000 (€1,670) for early-stage support to 
US$48,000 (€40,000) for later-stage support over a three-year 
period

NESsT Europa is the European branch of NESsT International. NESsT is an international, 
non-profit organisation dedicated to finding lasting solutions to systemic poverty 
and social injustice through the development of social enterprises - mission-driven 
businesses that increase the financial sustainability and social change impact of 
civil society organisations. NESsT combines the tools and strategies of business 
entrepreneurship with the mission and values of non-profit entrepreneurship to support 
the development of social enterprises in emerging democracies.

The NESsT Venture Fund for Central and Eastern Europe currently supports social
enterprises in Croatia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania and Slovakia, and is 
expanding to include other neighbouring countries. Since its founding in 2001, the 
NESsT Venture Fund has reached over 500 social enterprises in Central Europe and Latin 
America with over US$1 million (€835,000) in financial and capacity support.



Oltre	Venture/Fondazione	Oltre

Corso Vercelli 11
Milano
Italy

Tel +39 02 45496412
Email info@fondazioneoltre.org
Web www.oltreventure.com

Year founded 2002

Sector focus Social sector

Geographical focus Italy

Size of fund €8 million

Investment support Equity, nearly equity and capacity building

Investment size €100,000-1,000,000

Oltre Venture is the first Italian social venture capital fund. We invest in social enterprises 
that work to address and solve social needs following market or nearly market 
approaches in pursuing both social objectives and financial sustainability. Oltre Venture 
offers not only financial back-up but also managerial experience to sustain its portfolio 
companies. We invest both in profit and non-profit organisations. Our main areas of 
investment are: social housing, social and health services, microfinance and enterprises 
in poor areas with high levels of unemployment

Oltre Venture also manages Fondazione Oltre, a small foundation that works as an 
incubator of social enterprises, giving small grants and capacity building support to 
incubate the start-up of interesting projects with leading social entrepreneurs 
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The	One	Foundation

4th Floor, Research Building
National College of Ireland
Mayor Street
Dublin 1
Ireland

Tel + 353 1 808 8800
Email info@onefoundation.ie 
Web www.onefoundation.ie

Year founded 2004

Sector focus Ireland: disadvantaged children, minority communities, mental 
health, social entrepreneurship; Vietnam: anti-poverty

Geographical focus Ireland and Vietnam

Size of fund Undisclosed

Investment support Grants, capacity building

Investment size Typically multi-annual investments ranging from €40,000 
upwards – average grant, €750,000 over 3 years

Set up in 2004, the One Foundation is an Irish foundation based in Dublin funding
charitable causes in Ireland and Vietnam. One operates with the philanthropic principle 
of ‘giving while living’. It intends to fully distribute all its resources by 2014.  One 
practises ‘active philanthropy’, investing in building the core capacity of organisations 
and individuals by providing funds, access to skills, expertise, and networks. It has five 
staff.
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The	Sutton	Trust

111 Upper Richmond Road
Putney
London  SW15 2TJ
United	Kingdom

Tel + 44 (0)208 788 3223
Email clare.aworth@suttontrust.com
Web www.suttontrust.com 

Year founded 1997

Sector focus Education - especially access

Geographical focus United Kingdom projects and international research

Size of fund €4.3 - 5.8 million (£3 - £4 million annually)

Investment support Grants and capacity building

Investment size £22 million committed with partners since 1997

The main objective of the Sutton Trust is to promote social mobility by funding projects 
that provide educational opportunities for able young people from non-privileged 
backgrounds. Since its foundation in 1997, the Trust has been involved in funding 
educational initiatives and research, with the aim of producing policy change at 
national level. The projects range from early years (0-3 year olds), through primary and 
secondary schooling and further and higher education, to access to the professions.  
The emphasis is on innovative start-up projects that have the scope to benefit large 
numbers of students in the future.
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Venturesome

CAF (Charities Aid Foundation) 
St Andrew’s House 
18-20 St Andrew Street 
London  EC4A 3AY 
United	Kingdom

Tel + 44 (0)207 832 3000
Email venturesome@cafonline.org 
Web www.cafonline.org/venturesome 

Year founded 2002

Sector focus Small and medium-sized charities and social enterprises

Geographical focus UK-based organisations

Size of fund €10 million

Investment support •   Financial: underwriting; loans; quasi equity; and some equity
•   Non-financial support as appropriate

Investment size Average facility €100,000; average life 2-3 years

Venturesome is part of Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) in the UK and provides risk capital 
and financial advice to small- and medium-sized charities and other social enterprises 
that are UK-based. The €10 million Venturesome Fund uses investment mechanisms 
such as underwriting, unsecured loans and equity-like instruments and aims to ‘recycle’ 
its funds four to five times. Investments typically range between €30,000 and €350,000.  
Since its launch in 2002, Venturesome has committed approximately €10 million to 125 
charities.
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ASCRI	(Spanish	Venture	Capital
and	Private	Equity	Association)
	

Príncipe de Vergara, 55
28016 Madrid
Spain

Tel + 34 91 411 96 17
Email info@ascri.org
Web www.ascri.org

ASCRI is a non-profit entity that represents the venture capital and private equity sector 
in Spain and currently has more than 130 members. Its main objectives are: to lobby the 
government, represent and defend the professional interests of its partners, organise 
conferences, workshops and meetings related to venture capital and private equity 
activity and compile and publish reports and surveys. ASCRI joined the EVCA (European 
Private Equity and Venture Capital and Private Equity Association) in 1986.
 

Its main purpose as an EVPA member is to help promote and disseminate venture 
philanthropy in Spain, and make its members aware of this model of social 
development.
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Access	Capital	Partners
	

121, ave des Champs-Elysées
F-75008 Paris
France

Tel +33 1 56 43 61 00 
Email acp@accesscp.com
Web www.access-capital-partners.com

Access Capital Partners (Access) is located in France, Germany, Belgium and Guernsey. 
Access manages €2 billion in European private equity funds-of-funds specialising in 
growth buy-out as well as technology funds. Access seeks to assist the VP movement by 
connecting charitable organisations in France and potential funding platforms within 
the private equity community as a first step in moving towards the establishment of VP 
funds in France (and beyond). 

EVPA contact:  
Erin SARRET, Director
Tel +33 6 03 61 24 18 
Email esarret@accesscp.com
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Mikael	Ahlström

Skeppsbron 20
SE-111 30 Stockholm
Sweden

Tel + 46 8 506 143 00
Email mikael.ahlstrom@gmail.com
Web www.charityrating.org 

In 2005, Mikael Ahlström founded Charity Rating, a Swedish non-profit organisation 
devoted to analysing charity efficiency and effectiveness. Charity Rating offers advice to 
individuals and organisations that have an interest in supporting the non-profit sector. 
As an initial step, information on activities, conditions, objectives and results are offered 
for the top 100 Swedish charities via the website www.charityrating.org. In addition, 
Charity Rating hosts an annual conference on philanthropy held in Stockholm in early 
December.

Mr Ahlström is also the founding partner of the private equity firm Procuritas
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The	Ashden	Trust

Allington House (1st Floor)
150 Victoria Street
London SW1E 5AE
United	Kingdom

Tel +44 (0)20 7410 0330
Email ashdentrust@sfct.org.uk
Web www.ashdentrust.org.uk 

The Ashden Trust is a grant-making charity focusing on climate change, sustainable 
development and improving the quality of life in poorer communities. In order to make 
lasting changes in the UK and internationally we make small grants (typically between 
£1,000-£20,000) to organisations with a track record of delivering innovative and 
effective projects. Our work falls into six categories:

• environmental projects overseas

• environmental projects in the UK

• sustainable regeneration

• people at risk

• community arts 

• a social investment fund, which supports charitable activities through loans (at 
rates equivalent to commercial and low-interest loans) and in some cases an 
equity stake in organisations which meet the trust’s charitable objectives. 

We also fund The Ashden Awards for Sustainable Energy which reward and promote 
excellent local sustainable energy solutions in the UK and the developing world. 
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Ashoka	Europe

30 Kensington Church Street
London  W8 4HA
United	Kingdom

Tel + 44 (0)207 961 6506
Email infoUK@ashoka.org   
Web www.ashoka.org  

In 1980 Ashoka pioneered the concept of social entrepreneurship, and has since 
identified and invested in more than 1,700 social entrepreneurs in more than 60 
countries around the world. Ashoka provides these social innovators – individuals with 
unprecedented system-changing ideas for social change – with a three-year salary, 
professional services, and a global community of peers. 

In 2003, Ashoka made a strategic commitment to Western Europe. This year, our 
London-based team renews our activities with the support of our partners: McKinsey, 
Hill & Knowlton, and Latham & Watkins. This team works closely with our Paris, Frankfurt 
and Madrid offices. 

The UK voluntary sector’s long tradition of social innovation has been recently 
stimulated by an influx of creativity and resources from business. Ashoka possesses 
distinctive assets that can contribute to this movement: 

• A 25-year track record of impact. Five years after election 94% of our fellows 
continue working towards their original vision, 95% see their work replicated 
by independent organisations and 69% have achieved national-level policy 
change.

• Our network of 1,700 leading social entrepreneurs covers 60 countries and the 
full range of social issues.

• We continue to produce a stream of innovative programmes in the fields of 
resource mobilisation, youth entrepreneurship and business-social partnerships.  
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Bertelsmann	Stiftung

Carl-Bertelsmann-Straße 256
D-33311 Gütersloh
Germany

Tel +49 5241.810
Email info@bertelsmann-stiftung.de
Web www.bertelsmann-stiftung.de

In keeping with the long-standing commitment of its founder, Reinhard Mohn, 
Bertelsmann Stiftung is dedicated to promoting the public good. It focuses on the 
fields of education, economic and social affairs, health, and international relations. 
Furthermore, Bertelsmann Stiftung promotes the concept of philanthropy and wants 
to bring fresh momentum to civic engagement. Bertelsmann Stiftung was founded in 
1977. It functions exclusively as an operating foundation.
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Centre	for	Entrepreneurial	
and	Financial	Studies	TUM	
Business	School

Technische Universität München (TUM)
Arcisstrasse 21
80333 Munich
Germany

Tel + 49 89 289 25426
Email contact@cefs.de    
Web www.cefs.de  

As part of the business faculty at Technische Universität München (TUM), the Centre for 
Entrepreneurial and Financial Studies (CEFS) aims to provide state-of-the-art research in 
the fields of entrepreneurship and finance. Within these fields, venture philanthropy and 
other financial aspects of social entrepreneurship are a research focus of the CEFS. The 
CEFS is one of a few European research institutions covering venture philanthropy and 
social entrepreneurship. 

The CEFS is a joint institute of the KfW Endowed Chair in Entrepreneurial Finance and 
the Department of Financial Management and Capital Markets. Within the scope of its 
research, the CEFS collaborates on a series of projects with selected industry partners, 
including leading investment and consulting companies, venture philanthropy funds 
and financial intermediaries. 
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Chaire	Entrepreneuriat	Social

ESSEC Business School
Avenue Bernard Hirsch B.P. 50105
95021 Cergy-Pontoise Cedex
France

Tel + 33 1 34 43 30 00
Email sibieude@essec.fr   
Web www.essec-entrep-social.com/fr/index.html 
Web www.essec.fr  (business school)

ESSEC, a top French business school, launched the Social Entrepreneurship Chair in 
January 2003. ESSEC is the first French business school to establish a centre of expertise 
in this field. 

The Chair aims to mobilise and train entrepreneurs and managers capable of offering 
innovative solutions to social problems, of establishing trans-sectoral partnerships and 
of maximising the social impact of their initiatives.

To achieve this, the Chair has implemented:

•	 Courses	for	the	full-time	ESSEC	MBA	Programme;

•	 An	executive	education	programme;

•	 Applied	research	activities	with	the	help	of	Chair	partners;

•	 Awareness	raising	(through	activities	such	as	conferences	and	round					
	 tables);	and

•	 Innovative	projects,	such	as	a	Social	Incubator	to	support	students	and	
graduates	as	they	become	social	entrepreneurs.

ESSEC aims to raise awareness of social entrepreneurship and venture philanthropy 
in France as innovative ways to finance and develop social enterprises.  ESSEC’s 
membership in EVPA will help it to improve its Social Incubator project, strengthen its 
network, and offer new opportunities to its partners.
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Children	Action	Foundation

Rue de la Terrassière 14
1207 Geneva
Switzerland

Tel + 41 22 736 61 00
Email children@iprolink.ch
Web www.childrenaction.org

Established in February 1994, Children Action is a Swiss charitable foundation whose 
mission is to provide practical aid to children in Switzerland and elsewhere. The 
Foundation’s strategy is to focus on a small number of projects based on efficiency, 
feasibility and quality, optimising the results for the sake of the children. 
 

Children Action’s running costs are covered by its founder, ensuring total transparency, 
and guaranteeing that every franc raised by the foundation is allocated in its entirety to 
a project. 

Children Action runs more than 12 projects in Switzerland, France, Vietnam, Romania, 
Argentina, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Uruguay. 
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Coller	Capital	Limited

33 Cavendish Square
London  W1G OTT
United	Kingdom

Tel + 44 (0)207 631 8500
Fax +44 (0)207 631 8555   
Web www.collercapital.com 

Coller Capital, founded in 1990, is the leading global investor in private equity
secondaries – the purchase of original investors’ stakes in private equity funds (venture 
capital, buyout and mezzanine) or the acquisition of portfolios of companies from 
corporate owners/backers. The firm has $8 billion under management. 

Coller Capital’s current fund has commitments of €2.0 billion ($4.5 billion) from 200 
international institutional investors and is the largest secondaries fund ever raised. The 
fund will invest from €780,000 ($1 million) to more than €780 million ($1 billion) in a 
single transaction. The firm currently has positions in more than 200 private equity funds 
and stakes in over 2000 private companies throughout the world.

Coller Capital’s name is synonymous with the development of the secondaries 
marketplace. In 1994, the firm launched Europe’s first secondaries fund, and in 1998 
the first global secondaries fund. In 1998, Coller Capital made the largest secondaries 
purchase of the time: the US-based Shell Pension Trust’s €200 million ($265 million) 
private equity portfolio. Two years later, the firm repeated the feat with the $1 billion 
purchase of National Westminster Bank’s private equity portfolio from the bank’s 
acquirer, the Royal Bank of Scotland.
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Corporate	Connect

Boelelaan 7
1083 HJ Amsterdam
The	Netherlands	

Tel + 31 (0) 6 25 070 491
Email tanjapelle@corporateconnect.nl   
Web www.corporateconnect.nl  

Corporate Connect is a financial advisory consultancy and placement agent with a 
focus on capital markets advisory and corporate finance activities, including all related 
consultancy services. The company has a strong focus on emerging markets and 
alternative products.  

The partners have an extensive banking and consultancy background and have a large 
network within the international financial markets. Corporate Connect has – through its 
hands-on approach and long-term, open relationships with its clients – acquired a well-
established position in the market in which it operates.  

The company specialises in Socially Responsible Investments (SRI), and therefore 
operates in an investment environment that borders and has overlap with venture 
philanthropy. Its clients are companies, financial institutions and private equity funds 
that invest and operate with a strong SRI focus in Eastern Europe and Africa.
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Esmée	Fairbairn	Foundation

11 Park Place 
London  SW1A 1LP
United	Kingdom

Tel + 44 (0)207 297 4700
Email info@esmeefairbairn.org.uk    
Web www.esmeefairbairn.org.uk  

Esmée Fairbairn Foundation is one of the largest independent grant-making
foundations in the UK.  The Foundation makes grants to organisations which aim to 
improve the quality of life for people and communities in the UK, both now and in the 
future.  In 2007, we will make grants of about £30 million (€42 million) across the arts 
and heritage, education, environment and social change.

The Foundation has an interest in the debate about new and emerging forms of 
philanthropy and has made a small number of grants supporting work in this area, 
including support to Impetus Trust (see page 24), and to New Philanthropy Capital (see 
page 59).

As part of the debate, in October 2005 the Foundation commissioned and published 
Foundations and Social Investment: making money work harder to achieve more, which 
summarises foundations’ experience of social investment to date. The report is available 
on the Esmée Fairbairn website.
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Evergreen	Venture	Partners

96 Rothschild Blvd
Tel Aviv 65224, 
Israel 

Tel +972-3-7108282 
Fax +972-3-7108210
Email info@evergreen.co.il
Web www.evergreen.co.il

Evergreen was established in 1987 by Jacob Burak as one of Israel’s first venture capital 
firms, and now has $570 million of venture capital funds under management invested in 
more than 100 technology companies representing one of the largest portfolios in Israel. 

Evergreen is directed by deep values of shared responsibility and, for the last ten 
years, has supported programmes and projects that focus on improving quality of 
life and creating better opportunities in Israeli society.  These include Maala, Business 
for Social Responsibility, a leading professional framework of business organisations, 
spearheading social change in the Israeli society; Tmura, a non-profit organisation 
established by leading Israeli venture capital funds to involve the high-tech sector 
in supporting charitable activities; and Tzeva - Youth Building a Future, a non-profit 
organisation which strives to mend the widening economic and social gaps in Israeli 
society. 
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Factary

Brunswick Court
Brunswick Square
Bristol BS2 8PE
United	Kingdom

Tel +44 117 916 6740
Fax +44 117 916 6741
Email chris@factary.com    
Web www.factary.com  

Founded in 1990, Factary has evolved into a full-service knowledge, research and 
information consultancy for fundraisers and philanthropists.  Factary helps its clients 
find funding and partners, and leverage philanthropic investment.  Its focus is on 
strategic funding sources, namely foundations, major donors, corporations, and 
statutory and European Union funds.  Factary carries out research around the world, 
with a network of associates covering Europe, North America and the Pacific.

Factary’s interest in venture philanthropy is twofold.  First, venture philanthropy - as 
a new approach to giving - is relevant to our clients.  Second, fundraising - in which 
Factary has a long-standing experience and knowledge - is relevant to venture 
philanthropists in many ways, from the initial investment to the creation of long-term, 
sustainable income streams for investees.
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Fondation	Ensemble

45 rue de Babylone
75007 Paris
France

Tel + 33 1 45 51 18 82
Fax + 33 1 45 51 18 90
Email ialmeras@fondationensemble.org 
Web www.fondationensemble.org

Fondation Ensemble is a humanitarian foundation, created by the Bremond family, 
that instigates direct and indirect actions of solidarity in France and abroad, through 
assistance schemes for the most underprivileged (education, training, healthcare, etc).

The main fields of involvement in which Fondation Ensemble and partners work are: 
access to safe water and sanitation, development of renewable energies, promotion of 
sustainable agriculture and environmental education.
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Fondinvest	Capital

33 rue de la Baume
75008 Paris
France

Tel +33 (0)1 58 36 48 00
Fax +33 (0)1 58 36 48 28
Email mailbox@fondinvest.com
Web www.fondinvest.com

Created in 1994, Fondinvest Capital is an independent portfolio management 
company specialising in private equity fund of funds activity. The firm is a pioneer in 
this business in Europe, creating one of the first private equity funds of funds. Since 
its inception, Fondinvest Capital has been managing 3 pure primary funds of funds 
with Fondinvest I, III and V; 3 secondary funds, Fondinvest II, IV and VI; and 2 separate 
accounts, representing €1.5 billion managed with over 200 funds invested in various 
private equity stages and geographical areas. The funds are subscribed by European, 
US, Middle Eastern and Asian investors, including banks, insurance companies, pension 
funds, retirement pension funds, or family offices. Our investors demonstrate high 
confidence and satisfaction in reinvesting in the successor funds of funds. Fondinvest 
Capital is currently launching Fondinvest VII, a primary fund of funds, and Fondinvest 
VIII, a secondary fund.
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Formuesforvaltning	AS

Henrik Ibsensgate 53
0181 Oslo 
Norway

Tel + 47 24 12 44 00
Email ingrid.stange@formue.no
Web www.formue.no

Formuesforvaltning AS is the largest privately-owned, independent wealth 
management firm in Norway.  Through long-term personal relationships, cutting-edge 
investment solutions and comprehensive portfolio reporting, we are fully equipped to 
manage all functions related to the management of financial portfolios, including tax 
planning and management, and corporate servicing tailored to the individual client’s 
specific needs. Clients include private individuals, organisations and foundations.

Formuesforvaltning AS is the first wealth management firm in Norway to offer 
investment opportunities in philanthropy.  Through our Philanthropic Services we help 
to define strategy and goals for donations, and set up means to reach the goals.  Our 
clients include private individuals and major foundations. The level of engagement 
varies from total management of foundations to advice on measurement of efficiency.  
We also establish philanthropic funds where our clients are invited to co-invest with us.

Through our Philanthropic Forum, we aim at informing and inspiring foundations and 
wealthy individuals to participate in engaged philanthropic activities.  
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Forum	for	Active	Philanthropy

Monbijouplatz 2
10178 Berlin
Germany

Tel +49 30 240 88 24 0
Email info@activephilanthropy.org
Web www.activephilanthropy.org

The charitable Forum for Active Philanthropy helps donors from all over Europe develop 
or strengthen their personal giving strategy and encourages them to meet, exchange 
ideas and learn from each other. Active Philanthropy believes that today’s donors can 
contribute more than money: professional experience, time, contacts, and dedication 
to a cause are often equally important for tackling a problem and creating change. With 
its services, Active Philanthropy wants to encourage this engaged, ‘active’ approach to 
philanthropy.  

Active Philanthropy supports donors by providing the following services:

• Publication of reports on various funding areas as well as guides on methods 
and skills of charitable involvement;

• Workshops and field trips bringing together people who are interested in the 
same funding area or management issue and facilitating an exchange with 
peers and experts;

• Individual consulting on all issues connected with developing a giving strategy;

• An ‘Active Philanthropy Stiftungszentrum’ which will provide an entire back-
office service for foundations and support in communication matters. 

The Forum for Active Philanthropy was set up in Berlin in 2006 and is generously supported 
by a small group of highly-committed private individuals.
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Headway	Capital	Partners,	LLP

16 Old Bond Street, 4th Floor
London
W1S 4PS
United	Kingdom

Tel +44 20 7518 8888
Email info@headwaycap.com
Web www.headwaycap.com

Headway Capital Partners is an independent private equity secondaries firm providing 
a full range of liquidity solutions to institutions and individuals seeking exits or 
alternatives for their private equity investments.

Headway Capital has contributed to various philanthropic activities and hopes to 
continue to do so in the future, and would also like to gain a better understanding 
of venture philanthropy and explore avenues in which each one of the partners at 
Headway Capital can become more involved.
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IESE	Business	School

Avda Pearson, 21
08034 Barcelona 
Spain

Tel + 34 93 253 42 00
Email doclhehenberger@iese.edu 
Web www.iese.edu  

IESE Business School, located in Barcelona and Madrid, is the graduate management 
school of the University of Navarra. Since its foundation in 1957, IESE has been 
committed to achieving excellence in the field of management education. With the 
support of Harvard Business School, IESE established Europe’s first two-year MBA 
programme in 1964. The success of the MBA programme laid the foundations for the 
development of further management educational programmes, including the doctoral 
programme in 1969, the world’s premier bilingual MBA programme in 1980, the 
concept of joint-venture executive education in 1994, and the Global Executive MBA 
featuring modular residential sessions in Barcelona, Silicon Valley and Shanghai, which 
was launched in 2000. Through teaching and research, IESE aims to contribute to the 
development and well-being of people as a cornerstone of all management practice and 
to help organisations prosper and benefit society in the longterm.
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JPA	Europe	Ltd

Two Temple Place
London WC2R 3BD
United	Kingdom

Tel + 44 (0)20 7240 7788
Mob +44 (0)780 305 1674
Email info@jpa-group.com
Web www.jpa-group.com

John Pepin, Director of the consultancy group JPA Europe Limited, has over 15 years 
experience as a Chief Executive of a variety of charities and associations of differing sizes 
and complexity as well as extensive experience as a consultant, Board Trustee and Chair.

JPA Insight and Consulting aims to effect a positive change in all organisations we work 
with. We operate equally in the commercial, charity, social enterprise and not-for-profit 
sectors. We transform all types of organisations by creatively addressing the following:

• Business intelligence and data management

• Business feasibility, planning and execution

• Shared services and strategic alliances

• Organisational process and review

• Venture philanthropy

• Specialist consulting (sales, marketing, logistics, HR, and finance)

• Senior management mentoring and coaching.

JPA supports a vibrant economy through consulting with the commercial, not-for-profit 
and social enterprise sectors.

The founder’s interest in venture philanthropy ranges from advocating a VP approach 
to service delivery, through writing a number of articles and working with a number 
of UK charities, developing a new model, moving VP in-house, and creating an internal 
marketplace.
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King	Baudouin	Foundation

Rue Brederodestraat 21
1000 Brussels
Belgium

Tel + 32 2 511 18 40
Email info@kbs-frb.be     
Web www.kbs-frb.be  

The King Baudouin Foundation (KBF) is a public benefit foundation with more than 
30 years of experience supporting projects and citizens with a commitment to build a 
better society. KBF promotes sustainable ways to foster justice, democracy and respect 
for diversity. As an independent, pluralist foundation, it is active in Belgium, Europe and 
internationally.

Through a very diverse range of working methods, KBF supports priority issues such 
as migration and a multicultural society, poverty and social exclusion, civil society and 
voluntary work, health, and philanthropy. 

KBF has set up a Centre for Philanthropy, staffed by professional advisers who offer 
tailor-made services and guide donors through their philanthropic journey, step by step. 
The Centre is also active in Belgium, across Europe, in the US and internationally. KBF 
was founded in 1976 to mark the 25th anniversary of King Baudouin’s reign.
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Master	in	International	Studies	
in	Philanthropy	and	Social	
Entrepreneurship

History Department
University of Bologna
Piazza San Giovanni in Monte, 2 - 40124 Bologna
Italy

Email gemelli_g@mail.cib.unibo.it, coordinator@misp.it  
Web www.misp.it  

The Master in International Studies in Philanthropy and Social Entrepreneurship 
(MISP) is offered by the University of Bologna ‘Alma Mater Studiorum’.  The programme 
includes elements on social entrepreneurship and philanthropy (including venture 
philanthropy). The programme is based on a long-standing partnership with the Center 
on Philanthropy at Indiana University and benefits from cooperation with European 
Universities and Research Centres, including the Oxford Brookes University (UK), the 
Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers (France), the Copenhagen Business School (Denmark) 
and Maecenata Institut für Philanthropie und Zivilgesellschaft (Germany), and with 
leading European foundations including a number of Italian banking foundations and 
fellow EVPA member, Fondazione Oltre Onlus. 

MISP has also established a students’ and researchers’ exchange programme with the 
KwaZulu-Natal University (South Africa). The teaching staff is comprised of leading 
scholars in the non-profit sector and particularly of programme officers and executives 
from European and extra-European Foundations. 

The educational institution’s research branch – MISP Legacy – fosters a critical reflection 
on philanthropic institutions (the old models of charities, trusts, and foundations) 
and new concepts of philanthropic activities, beyond the classical tripartite model of 
society (public sphere, private sector, and non-profit sector). MISP Legacy is featured 
in several publications (books and journals) and on the Institution’s website. Indeed, 
the Programme Director, Professor Giuliana Gemelli, edits the biannual journal Giving: 
Thematic issues in philanthropy and social innovation. 
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Natixis	Private	Equity
	

5-7 rue de Monttessuy
75340 Paris cedex 07
France

Tel + 33 (0)1 58 19 20 00
Email contact@natixis-pe.com
Web www.natixis-pe.com

From the formation of Initiative & Finance in 1984 to the launch of the first local 
investment funds (Fonds d’Investissement de Proximité) in 2003, Natixis Private 
Equity has constantly demonstrated its pioneering spirit in attracting capital and 
‘Entrepreneurs in Private Equity’ eager to invest across the entire spectrum of the private 
equity market: from venture capital to expansion capital to buy-out/buy-in financing, 
with a focus on small- and medium-sized companies.

Natixis Private Equity operates through 18 small local investment teams, who take the 
initiative in developing private equity offerings closely tailored to the needs of both 
investors and companies in their markets. Based in France, Natixis Private Equity has 
teams in Italy (Cape), Spain (MCH), Germany (Finatem), Asia (Natixis Private Equity Asia 
and NPE Lauris India) and Brazil (Axxon Group).

Natixis Private Equity is developing its interest in networking with private equity firms 
with philanthropic interests.
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New	Philanthropy	Capital

3 Downstream
1 London Bridge 
London  SE1 9BG
United	Kingdom

Tel + 44 (0)207 785 6300
Email info@philanthropycapital.org
Web www.philanthropycapital.org

New Philanthropy Capital (NPC) helps donors understand how to make the greatest 
difference to people’s lives. NPC provides independent research and tailored advice on 
the most effective and rewarding ways to support charities.

NPC’s research guides donors on how best to support causes such as cancer, education 
and mental health. As well as highlighting the areas of greatest need, NPC identifies 
charities that could use donations to best effect.

Using this research, NPC advises clients (including individuals, foundations and 
businesses) on issues such as:

• Where is my support most needed, and what results could it achieve? 

• Which organisation could make the best use of my money? 

• What is the best way to support these organisations? 

NPC provides regular feedback to clients on what their funding has achieved. All of 
NPC’s research is available to download free of charge from its website, along with 
information on over 100 exceptional charities. 
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Pilotlight

15 - 17 Lincoln’s Inn Fields
London  WC2A 3ED
United	Kingdom

Tel + 44 (0)207 396 7414
Email pilotlight@pilotlight.org.uk     
Web www.pilotlight.org.uk 

Pilotlight harnesses business skills to enable promising small charities to help more 
people more effectively. Inspired by the engagement of donors in venture philanthropy, 
Pilotlight has developed a model which applies business skills to the needs of small 
charities. It recruits time-poor, skills-rich senior professionals and manages the 
application of their expertise to its client base of innovative charities. Members make a 
donation to enable Pilotlight’s team of Project Managers to manage their time and skills 
effectively.

Pilotlight aims to enable charities to become financially sustainable, grow and, where 
appropriate, replicate. It also provides an opportunity for senior business people to 
work alongside peers from different disciplines and industries to make a real difference 
in their communities. By applying their professional skills in a new context, they stretch 
and challenge themselves while providing a level of expertise that the charities could 
not possibly afford on their own.

Pilotlight is always looking for more business members and client charities. Please 
contact Ruth Seymour or Gillian Murray at Pilotlight for more information.
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The	Private	Equity	Foundation

c/o Clifford Chance LLP
10 Upper Bank Street
London
E14 5JJ
United	Kingdom

Email info@privateequityfoundation.org
Web www.privateequityfoundation.org 

The Private Equity Foundation (PEF) has been established by leading European private 
equity firms as a charitable vehicle for the European private equity community. The 
Foundation is committed to supporting individuals and communities to achieve 
their full potential, and is currently investing in charitable organisations working to 
reduce the number of young people not participating in education, employment or 
training (NEETs). PEF investment is focused primarily on the UK with a secondary focus 
on continental Europe. Alongside financial support, the Foundation seeks to ‘apply 
private equity to charity’ by leveraging the private equity community’s financial and 
management expertise to assist portfolio charities to maximise their impact.
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The	Rayne	Foundation

Carlton House
33 Robert Adam Street
London  W1U 3HR
United	Kingdom

Tel + 44 (0)207 487 9650
Email info@raynefoundation.org.uk      
Web www.raynefoundation.org.uk 

The Rayne Foundation is one of the larger UK charitable foundations. Our sectors of 
interest are arts, education, health and medicine, and social welfare and development.
We never work alone but always in partnership with organisations and individuals who 
share our objectives.

Since March 2005 we have been using five tools:

•	 Rayne	Research								

•	 Rayne	Grants	–	open	application	programme					

•	 Rayne	Initiatives	-	targeted	programmes

•	 Rayne	Ventures	-	venture	philanthropy

•	 Rayne	New	Enterprises	-	creating	new	organisations

We measure the success of our own work, our partnerships and our investments by the 
degree to which:

•	 people	and	communities	benefit	directly.

•	 disadvantage	is	tackled.

•	 neglected	causes	are	addressed.

•	 our	investments	are	sustainable.

Rayne	Ventures
The first Rayne Venture was prompted by our work on developing choreographers.

Research revealed that, while the UK was an international leader in dance film and dance 
for camera, there were virtually no opportunities for the public to buy these films.  The 
Rayne Foundation is now working with Arts Council England and South East Dance on 
a means to address this problem.   If the research justifies our moving forward, business 
planning and capacity building phases will follow. 
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Scholten	&	Franssen

PO Box 59695
1040 LD Amsterdam
Baarsjesweg 258 
1058 AC Amsterdam
The	Netherlands	

Tel + 31 (0)20 489 4364
Email peter@scholtenfranssen.nl   
Web www.scholtenfranssen.nl   

Scholten & Franssen is an Amsterdam-based consultancy that supports social 
entrepreneurship, bridging the gap between non-profits and for-profits. We stimulate 
social entrepreneurship through consultancy and training. Our fields of expertise 
include social business planning, social investing, performance measurement and 
earned income strategies.  

A member of the European Social Return on Investment Network, Peter Scholten 
specialises in social return on investment (SROI) methodology.  He is working with the 
Social Venturing department of Nyenrode Business School, and has published two 
books on SROI in the Netherlands. Peter is chair of EVPA’s Social Impact and Performance 
Measurement Working Group. 
 

One of our activities is stimulating investment in the social economy by investment 
banks and funds. We encourage financial investors to invest in social businesses – those 
with both financial and social goals – by balancing lower financial returns with higher 
social returns. 

Through EVPA, we expect to stimulate this blended-value investing. Through our 
performance measurement work, we have proven that this approach creates both high 
financial and social returns.
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Skoll	Centre	for	Social	
Entrepreneurship

Saïd Business School
University of Oxford
1 Park End Street
Oxford  OX1 1HP
United	Kingdom

Tel + 44 (0)1865 288838
Email sumeeta.maheshwari@sbs.ox.ac.uk     
Web www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/skoll

The Skoll Centre for Social Entrepreneurship at the Saïd Business School, Oxford 
University aims to advance the field of social entrepreneurship through world-class
education, knowledge creation and brokering of new and empowering connections.

At the time of printing, the Skoll Centre is planning a significant research project with 
the aim of stimulating an effective social capital market in the UK, and helps convene a 
growing group of social investors. The Skoll World Forum on Social Entrepreneurship, a 
global gathering of around 700 entrepreneurs, investors and intermediaries, takes place 
in Oxford at the end of March each year.
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Social	Entrepreneurs	Ireland

14/15 St Stephens Green
Dublin 2
Ireland

Tel + 353 1 661 8935
Email info@socialentrepreneurs.ie
Web www.socialentrepreneurs.ie

Social Entrepreneurs Ireland (SEI) provides a range of direct supports to early-stage 
social entrepreneurs and actively engages with all key sectors in Irish society to promote 
social entrepreneurship. SEI adopts a high-engagement approach that provides both 
funding and direct support to these early-stage social entrepreneurs (including training, 
networking and mentoring). SEI’s focus is on capacity-building the social entrepreneurs 
and their projects rather than programme funding. SEI was launched in 2005 and, to 
date, has invested in 85 Irish social entrepreneurs.
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TowerBrook	Foundation	Ltd

83 Pall Mall
London, SW1Y 5ES
United	Kingdom

Tel +44 20 7451 2002
Fax +44 20 7451 2022
Email filippo.cardini@towerbrook.com

The TowerBrook Foundation Ltd is a charitable foundation that is funded from 
TowerBrook Capital Partners, LP, a private equity firm with offices in London and New 
York. Through the Foundation, we make donations to charities that operate in our 
communities. We closely follow the charities selected, and the effort of giving is a team 
effort. The culture of teamwork at TowerBrook is a central part of our success and we 
expect that the Foundation will help that culture to thrive. We also provide, through the 
Foundation, the opportunity for our portfolio companies to invest in the communities in 
which they work, by nominating local charities that can make an impact on the lives of 
their towns and cities. 
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UnLtd

UnLtd Ventures
123 Whitecross Street
Islington
London  EC1Y 8JJ
United	Kingdom

Tel + 44 (0)207 566 1100
Email info@unltd.org.uk  
Web www.unltd.org.uk 

UnLtd, the (UK) Foundation for Social Entrepreneurs, uses the income from
a £100 million endowment granted by the Millennium Commission to seed-fund and 
support social entrepreneurs to develop and grow initiatives for social change. Our 
mission is to reach out and unleash the energies of people who can transform the world 
in which they live. Awards of between £250-£60,000 are made, along with a package of 
support, to help these individuals make their ideas a reality.  UnLtd has supported over 
4,000 social entrepreneurs since it commenced operations in 2003.

UnLtd Ventures is the in-house consultancy division of UnLtd, providing a range 
of hands-on support, advice and networking opportunities for outstanding social 
entrepreneurs.  We focus on supporting those individuals whose organisations have 
high potential to deliver significant social impact. The majority of support centres on 
strategic leadership support, financial planning and sustainability, building organisation 
and management team capacity and enabling organisations to replicate or grow to 
scale.  UnLtd Ventures is also active in brokering finance for early and growth-stage 
social enterprises and social businesses.
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Van	Leer	Group	Foundation

119 Van Heuven Goedhartlaan 
1181 KK Amstelveen
The	Netherlands

Tel + 31 (0)20 645 32 31
Email rienvangendt@vanleergroupfoundation.nl  
Web www.vanleergroupfoundation.nl  

The Van Leer Group Foundation was originally established to be the sole shareholder 
of Royal Packaging Industries Van Leer NV when the Van Leer family decided to 
disinherit themselves in the 1950s.  The Van Leer Group Foundation presently has a 
substantial international portfolio of investments.  Its income mainly funds the projects 
and activities of the Bernard Van Leer Foundation, whose purpose is to enhance the 
opportunities open to children around the world who are disadvantaged by their social, 
economic or educational background, mainly in countries where the Royal Packaging 
Industries Van Leer company had production facilities.

As an active player in the world of organised philanthropy and a supporter of the 
professionalisation of the sector, The Van Leer Group Foundation sees venture 
philanthropy as an important new approach to philanthropy and it regards it as 
its task to make the connection between the world of venture philanthropy and 
‘traditional’ philanthropy. In its own grant-making, the Van Leer Foundations are open 
to mechanisms of support other than traditional grants, in addition to adding expertise 
and value. In Israel, for example, the Foundation contributes to the Israeli economy 
by having its own private equity company, thereby blending economic and social 
objectives.
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wise

4 rue des Corps Saints
CP 174
1211 Geneva 4
Switzerland

Tel + 41 22 3217737
Email contact@wise.net
Web www.wise.net

Registered in Geneva, Switzerland, wise LLC plays a leading role in promoting 
philanthropic engagement in Switzerland, while having an international scope. Key 
thematic areas of expertise include childhood, education, health, women and advocacy. 
It helps donors and their families fulfil their philanthropic aspirations. wise advises 
donors seeking to create new opportunities for social change and connects them with 
those acting with insight, expertise and leadership in the social field. As such, it has 
developed a new model that provides not only professional advice to philanthropists, 
but also technical support to social entrepreneurs to help them achieve their goals.

wise helps its family and individual donors at four different stages:

• defining an engagement profile

• identifying a portfolio of partner organisations

• strategic project planning

• ongoing monitoring and reporting

The services provided by wise benefit partner organisations in three different ways:

• technical advice

• financial contribution

• access to networks

We also facilitate a meeting between the donor and the project’s beneficiaries, 
providing an opportunity to better appreciate the impact of his or her donation. 
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EVPA	
HONORARY	
MEMBERS
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David	Carrington

Independent	Consultant

Web	 www.davidcarrington.net

David is an independent consultant working with charities, companies and the
government on the funding and governance of charities and social enterprises. His 
clients have included the UK Treasury, the first venture philanthropy ‘pooled’ fund in the 
UK, The Big Lottery Fund, Arts & Business, the European Foundation Centre and many 
endowed and corporate foundations in the UK.

David also works as a ‘mentor/adviser’ for senior staff of several charities. His many 
lectures have included several that are relevant to venture philanthropy (see ‘Articles 
and Talks’ section of his website).

He has been Chief Executive of three foundations including The Baring Foundation
(1992-8).

He is Chair of Allavida and of engage (the association of people working in gallery 
education), a founder Director of the charity that publishes the journal Alliance, and a 
trustee of the National Foundation for Youth Music and the National Youth Orchestra 
of Great Britain. He is also a member of the Social Investment Task Force and the 
Commission on Unclaimed Assets. He chairs the editorial group of the Philanthropy UK 
e-newsletter.
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European	Foundation	Centre

51, rue de la Concorde 
1050 Brussels 
Belgium

Tel +32.2.512.8938
Fax +32.2.512.3265
Email efc@efc.be 
Web www.efc.be

The European Foundation Centre (EFC) is an international association of foundations 
and corporate donors dedicated to creating an enabling legal and fiscal environment for 
foundations, documenting the foundation landscape, strengthening the infrastructure 
of the sector, and promoting collaboration, both among foundations and between 
foundations and other actors, to advance the public good in Europe and beyond. 

The Centre’s core thrusts are to:

• give a voice to independent funders at the level of European Union institutions 
and provide members with critical legal, fiscal and policy guidance and  
knowledge;

• build an in-depth knowledge base on philanthropy;

• promote good practice in all aspects of foundations’ organisation and activities;

• form partnerships with other independent funders’ associations, philanthropy 
support networks and consortia of funders in Europe and the rest of the world, 
as well as with EU and multilateral institutions;

• provide funders with a common platform on issues and geographic regions 
they care about, including: social investment; children and youth; people with 
disability, migration and migrant integration; research; global health, Africa, 
Eastern Europe and the Newly Independent States, Latin America and the 
Mediterranean. 

The Centre cooperates with the European Venture Philanthropy Association to promote 
learning, good practice exchange and cooperation between its members and venture 
philanthropy initiatives and funds.
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European	Private	Equity	and	
Venture	Capital	Association

Bastion Tower 
Place du Champs de Mars 5-17th floor 
B-1050 Brussels 
Belgium

Tel +32 2 715 00 20
Email evca@evca.com 
Web www.evca.com

The European Private Equity and Venture Capital Association (EVCA) was established in 
1983 and is based in Brussels. EVCA represents the European private equity sector and 
promotes the asset class both within Europe and throughout the world. 

With approximately 1150 members in Europe, EVCA’s role includes representing the 
interests of the industry to regulators and standard setters; developing professional 
standards; providing industry research; and professional development and forums, 
facilitating interaction between its members and key industry participants including 
institutional investors, entrepreneurs, policy-makers and academics. 

EVCA’s activities cover the whole range of private equity: venture capital (from seed to 
start-up to development capital), buy-outs and buy-ins. 
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Since	this	edition	of	the	EVPA	Directory	went	to	press,	the	following	
organisations	have	become	members.

Full Members:

ARK	(Absolute	Return	for	Kids)
15 Adam Street
London,
WC2N 6AH
United	Kingdom

Primary contact: Paul Bernstein
Tel +44 20 7395 2050
Fax +44 20 7395 2099
Email paul@arkonline.org
Web www.arkonline.org

The	Children’s	Investment	Fund	Foundation	(CIFF)
7 Clifford St
London W1S 2WE
United	Kingdom

Director Finance and Operations: Dr Andrew Hope
Tel +44 207 440 2357
Fax +44 207 440 2333
Email Andrew@ciff.org
Web www.ciff.org

LGT	Venture	Philanthropy
Glärnischstr. 36
P.O. Box
8022 Zürich
Switzerland
 

Tel +41-44-2508277
Fax +41-44-2508276
Email Wolfgang.hafenmayer@lgt.com
Web www.lgt.com
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Associate Members:

Centre	for	Innovation	and	Business	Development	(CIDEM)
Passeig de Gràcia 129
08008 Barcelona
Spain

Primary Contact: Marc Lloveras
Tel/fax +34 93 476 72 00
Email mlloveras@cidem.gencat.net
Web www.cidem.com

IKARE	Ltd
(Industri Kapital Aid and Relief Enterprise Ltd)
Brettenham House
5 Lancaster Place
London WC2EN 7EN
United	Kingdom

Director: Anne Holm Rannaleet
Tel +44 20 7304 4300
Fax +44 20 7304 4320
Email Anne.rannaleet@industrikapital.com

Launchpad	at	the	Young	Foundation
18 Victoria Park Square
London, E2 9PF
United	Kingdom

Contact: Andrew Brough
Tel +44 (0) 20 8980 6263
Fax +44 (0) 208 981 6719
Email andrew.brough@youngfoundation.org
Web launchpad.youngfoundation.org

OFI	Private	Equity
1 rue Vernier
75017 Paris
France

CEO: Olivier Millet
Tel +33 140 68 17 56
Fax +33 140 68 67 21
Email omillet@ofivalmo.fr
Web www.ofi-am.fr
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Partners	in	Ideas	Fund
Tallinas iela 88-5, LV1009
Riga
Latvia

Director : Ms Sabine Sile
Tel +371 67294646, +371 28357783
Fax +371 67294646
Email sabine.sile@idejupartneri.lv
Web www.idejupartneri.lv  

Prospectus	Ltd
20-22 Stukeley Street
London WC2B 5LR
United	Kingdom

Chief Executive: David Gold 
Tel +44 20 7400 6372
Email David.gold@prospect-us.co.uk
Web www.prospect-us.co.uk 

Sorlandets	Kompetansefond		(The	Competence	
Development	Foundation	of	Southern	Norway)
Postboks 183
Kristiansand
Norway (4664)

Executive director: Bjorn Fjellstad
Tel +47 38056420
Fax +47 38056429
Email bjornf@kompetansefond.com
Web www.kompetansefond.com

Wellington	Partners
Theresienstrasse 6
D 80333 Munich
Germany

General Partner: Eric Archambeau
Tel +49 8921994142
Web www.wellington-partners.com
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Alfanar

Egypt:	Establishment	of	information	and	research	centre

The Arab Learning Initiative, through a €34,000 (£23,700) grant, has recently funded 
the establishment of an organisation that will carry out two main activities.  The first is 
a website that will be updated daily with all information collected from the Egyptian 
press pertaining to certain topics of public interest.  The second is a fee-based service 
providing more detailed, client-tailored research to Egyptian civil society organisations.  

Researchers, academics and civil society organisations are frequently working on social, 
development and human rights issues, on which much is written in the press, but which 
is rarely available in electronic form.  This means that, if research on a current topic is 
being done, then information that is not collected first hand from the press is otherwise 
very difficult to obtain. 
 

Although some government publications are in electronic form, those which are not 
are extremely difficult and time-consuming to access from the archives.  Opposition 
publications, on the other hand, are rarely available in electronic form.  Collecting, 
analysing and computerising information therefore can be very resource intensive.

The organisation will provide a new, unique service in Egypt that is increasingly 
relevant given the rising number of opposition and independent publications.  The 
group has already been providing some of its services to researchers and civil society 
organisations, but has been unable to continue because of a lack of resources.  Its client 
base is in much need of these services due to poor research skills and especially poor 
knowledge of how to use information technology.  This is exacerbated by the difficulty 
in using Arabic language search engines.  The project will be able to cover part of its 
costs through charging for commissioned tailored research.
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Bonventure 

Germany:	DialogMuseum	GmbH

DialogMuseum GmbH (the ‘Dialogue Museum’) is an innovative new venture that was 
launched in Frankfurt, Germany, in 2005. This model project promotes the integration of 
the visually handicapped in the world of work, while also opening up new perspectives 
for sighted people. 

The exhibition is kept in complete darkness – sighted people, now ‘blind’, are 
led through the rooms by blind or visually handicapped guides. In this way, the 
handicapped can develop their skills in a work environment, while sighted people 
have the opportunity of sharpening their senses and swapping roles. Visitors can also 
test their communicative competence by trying their hand at the games in the ‘Casino 
for Communication’. The venture is expected to generate an annual income of about 
€500,000 and 50,000 to 80,000 visitors each year.

DialogMuseum GmbH was granted a loan for bringing the internationally successful 
concept of ‘Dialogue in the Dark‘ to Frankfurt. This start-up loan, which also covered the 
equity capital needed to found a limited company, enabled the project to be launched. 
The initiators had not been able to find funding elsewhere. With this loan, the company 
is now progressing as planned. In the next five to eight years the loan will be paid back 
out of surpluses and the money used by BonVenture for other projects. 

BonVenture aims to apply the strategies of venture capital and milestone-oriented 
investment with reporting obligations in the social and welfare sphere. This approach 
is new to Germany. BonVenture has invested in the ‘Dialogue Museum’ because 
the founders are highly professional and because the concept itself promises to be 
an effective way of promoting long-term integration of handicapped people into 
the workplace. BonVenture firmly believes that the exhibition will foster a better 
understanding among sighted people of the skills and capabilities of the blind and 
visually handicapped. 
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CAN	Breakthrough

United	Kingdom:	Law	For	All

Founded in 1994, Law For All provides efficient and high-quality legal advice to deprived 
people and communities, with a mission to eliminate legal ‘advice deserts’ across the UK. 
Founded and led by mother-daughter team Ulla and Anna Barlow, Law For All is notable 
for its strong social mission, organisational culture, operational efficiency and success at 
delivering legal aid contracts in ‘unattractive’ areas of law. Law For All wins and delivers 
contracts from the UK Legal Services Commission, advising on over 12,000 social welfare 
legal cases per year.

Law For All has established a robust operating model which has the potential for 
national roll-out. Its culture attracts a committed team, which includes 40 solicitors 
and trainee solicitors, that is motivated to work for a firm which specialises in social 
welfare law and provides justice to the disadvantaged.  Key challenges include accessing 
appropriate funding, managing growth and maintaining their quality standards as the 
business expands.

Breakthrough began working with Law For All in May 2006. Its support comprises: the 
commitment of a Permira partner as a strategic mentor; recruitment and induction 
of new legal staff to accelerate expansion; the implementation of a new quality 
management system; and planning and funding business expansion across East Anglia 
and Cambridgeshire.
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d.o.b	foundation

Universal	Spectacles

Worldwide, about one billion people have poor eyesight due to uncorrected eye defects. 
The consequences of this are huge. Many people go blind and end up living in poverty. 
Attending school is difficult or impossible. The solution is a pair of glasses. But where do 
you get glasses, with the correct strength, when you have hardly any money? Universal 
spectacles (U-specs) are now being developed for the poorest people, which people 
can adjust themselves, within the range of minus 6 to plus 3, without the help of an 
optician. Because of mass production, these can be sold for only a couple of Euros and 
can help people with poor eyesight improve their social position and get easier access 
to education and jobs. Local production, assembly and distribution also helps stimulate 
local economies. In addition to this, we aim to prove that it is profitable to invest in 
creating valuable products for the world’s poorest people.

The project is being carried out in partnership with VU Medical Centre in Amsterdam 
and Philips DAP.   d.o.b	foundation has invested €970,000 in the R&D phase and in 
project management and execution. The profits from the first spectacles will be used 
to expand the project’s reach. A Product Field Test and Commercial Pilot will be held 
in India and Guatemala from October 2007 to April 2008. After testing the optical and 
functional elements of the glasses, 5,000 to 10,000 pairs will be produced for use in 
the commercial pilot. For these tests, we are working in close cooperation with Scojo 
Foundation in India and Guatemala.
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Fondation	Demeter

Argentina:	Fondo	de	Inversion	Social	(FIS)

Fondation Demeter has been supporting FIS - Fondo de Inversion Social (Social 
Investment Fund), a microcredit programme within El Ceibal Asociacion Civil (a charity 
focusing on education, civil rights and economic development in certain poor rural 
areas of Argentina), since 2003.   When we met FIS, they had only 300 clients in one 
rural branch supporting isolated villages in Northern Argentina, many of whom lacked 
running water or electricity.

The main challenges faced by FIS management were to increase outreach – and 
therefore social impact – and sustainability of their loans (typically US$50 to US$250 
over a three to six month period).  Demeter’s investment objectives were to help FIS 
set up operations in urban slums (Province of Buenos Aires); offer additional products 
and services (such as solar panels) in the rural branch to cover costs; gain access to 
institutional funding; measure social impact; and, finally, to create and consolidate a 
management and governance structure for the microfinance institution.

Demeter contributed €45,000 through a three-year, interest-free loan in three equal 
instalments, and through intense participation (around two days per month) in FIS’s 
Advisory Board consolidation, and in management coaching, training and mentoring. 

Today, FIS is the leading microfinance player in Argentina with over 3,000 clients, three 
branches (one rural and two urban), three product ranges (group and individual loans 
as well as solar panels in the rural branch), and a distressed portfolio with a default rate 
under 2%. The fund also has well established governance and management systems and 
a six-member independent Advisory Board.

FIS recently documented its social Impact, having been chosen by CGAP / Ford 
Foundation for an international initiative on the subject.  The fund’s viability and growth 
for the next two years have been secured through sound operations and capital raised 
from leading institutions, including the Ford Foundation, Novib, Oiko Credit and Planet 
Finance.
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Fondation	PhiTrust	

France:	Purchase	and	renovation	of	17	housing	projects	in	Grenoble

A project management company created in 1986 by d’Habitat & Humanisme, Société 
Foncière purchases, renovates and manages housing projects.  The association has 
carried out many acquisition/ renovation programmes, and now owns 1,100 housing 
units.

In 2004, Fondation PhiTrust invested €114,600 in a project managed by d’Habitat & 
Humanisme to construct a half-way house for people who have been isolated from 
society and unable to manage on their own. The housing will offer independent living 
quarters to encourage autonomy, and will also offer the conviviality of communal 
facilities such as a dining area and television room. 

The project is the result of a study that was conducted by several groups specialising in 
social housing to meet the needs of disadvantaged individuals.  Once built, the half-way 
house will be managed by l’Oiseau Bleu, which has long-standing experience in housing 
in the Grenoble region.  Funds for 90% of this project have already been raised.

Cambodia:	Creation	of	450	agricultural	micro-enterprises

For over 20 years, Agrisud International, a project management association, has been 
helping impoverished populations to develop small, viable agricultural businesses 
within the market economy, with notable success: 90% of the businesses created are still 
in existence after five years.

Since 1995 Agrisud has created over 5,000 microenterprises in Cambodia, with 
significant results, including increased revenue and improved technical skills of 
producers, and improved quality and quantity of supply of products to city markets 
throughout the year.

Fondation PhiTrust has invested €119,000 in a project managed by Agrisud to 
rehabilitate or create 450 agricultural microenterprises in the Bateay Meanchey 
province in northwest Cambodia, which is one of the last provinces that was made 
secure following the Khmer Rouge regime.  This programme is widely supported by the 
European Union, but still requires additional funds.
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Fondation	Oliver	Twist

‘Il	Piccolo	Principe’

This project is aimed at the 860 or so students of the Via dell’Arcadia Primary School in 
Milan’s Gratosoglio district. This area of the city has a large and very diverse immigrant 
population, giving rise to a need for integration. In order to prevent social deprivation 
and juvenile delinquency, there is a pressing need for action in the form of intensive 
teaching support for all those involved: pupils, teachers and families.

After careful research, and in conjunction with the regional education office, Oliver 
Twist selected the school to concentrate on and planned a project to meet its specific 
requirements. The project’s strategy is divided into 3 different elements:

1) Music and theatre workshops, to involve 300 children for 12 hours per week. Active 
participation by teachers, analysis of the dynamics and needs of each individual class 
through the involvement of a youth worker and a focus on the students themselves are 
the essential ingredients of this course. It gives the children the opportunity to perform 
a real show at the end of the school year. 

2) Listening corner aimed at teachers: 2 hours per week for each centre. A psychologist 
and a psychological/educational support worker contribute their professional 
experience to encourage active listening. Through constant discussion with all the 
professionals involved in the project, this provision seeks to understand the needs and 
requirements of the children in order to fulfil them as effectively as possible.

3) Workshops for parents: these are evening meetings for families, to boost their 
educational skills and to assist them in the complex task of parenting. 

In order to run such a complex activity, Oliver Twist has set up an expert team of 14 to 
meet all possible needs the children may have - 2 psychologists, 1 psychological/
educational support worker, 1 speech therapist, 1 youth worker, 1 child 
neuropsychiatrist, 5 music and theatre workshop directors and 3 teachers. 

The project is run in collaboration with the Circolo Didattico Arcadia (the local teaching 
association), many of whose 100 or so teachers have worked in this district of the city 
since the 1970s, and are familiar with its characteristics and difficulties. The teaching 
association comprises three primary schools. The curriculum planning for each class 
aims to combine fairness and the promotion of excellence, ensuring that each student 
follows his/her own personalised learning path.

The Family, School and Social Policy department of the Municipality of Milan is lending 
its support and patronage, recognising the quality of the project and appreciating the 
work of genuine collaboration between the public and private elements of society. 
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George	Avenue	

Inclusion	Group	BV

A basic bank account, a basic human right

Most emerging countries lack an efficient financial system for the mass market. This 
is reflected in a high proportion of cash in circulation, which is unproductive for the 
local economy. While in Western countries electronic payments account for the vast 
majority of transactions, in developing countries cashless payment instruments are only 
in use by corporations, institutions and a small group of high-income individuals. The 
majority of the population is excluded from financial services. As a result, people spend 
a lot of time making and receiving payments. Furthermore, cash in circulation limits 
the ability to finance productive investments. Development of the financial sector in 
developing countries is regarded a prerequisite for social-economic development. Basic 
bank accounts are fundamental to daily life, providing identification, basic payment 
transactions, cost savings, access to loans and mortgages, and inclusion in formal 
society.

Inclusion Group focuses on the development of mass-market financial infrastructures 
in emerging countries based on the Dutch giromodel, which is one of the most efficient 
in the world. The company initiates and develops projects that contribute to the 
sustainable development of the financial sector, investing in local joint ventures that 
realise and operate inter-banking infrastructures. Both an enabling and accelerating role 
is fulfilled in these projects. 

A first joint venture is active in Egypt. Giro-Nil, in cooperation with Egypt Post and a 
number of local banks, has recently processed its first payments. Employees can now 
have their salary paid into their bank account, not having to stand in line for hours 
to receive payment. Together with a development bank, George Avenue invested 
new capital in Inclusion to enable the company to roll out its giromodel to a number 
of developing countries. George Avenue is committed to support Inclusion in this 
ambition.    
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Impetus	Trust	

United	Kingdom:	Leap	Confronting	Conflict

Leap is currently the leader in the small but growing world of conflict resolution and 
young people. They develop intensive programmes in schools, with gangs, on estates, 
in prisons and in the community which incorporate training in conflict resolution, 
mediation and facilitation skills and include significant self-development.  Uniquely, 
each programme also offers the opportunity for young people to contribute the new 
skills to their community through training or volunteering.  

The goals of their partnership with Impetus are: to reach significantly larger numbers of 
young people; to disseminate learning much more widely, concentrating on developing 
new models for others to deliver; to decrease dependency on trusts and government 
funding, and increase earned income, creating a stable and sustainable organisation.

The Impetus investment package comprises £230,000 over three years (plus £30,000 
co-investment) and ongoing management support. Capacity-building projects have 
included: business planning, performance management, marketing, management 
development and earned income generation. 

Since the start of the Impetus relationship, some of the achievements have been:

• restructuring the senior management team

• launching the national Peerlink programme to support young peer mediators, 
 aged 11 to 21

• developing the first regional base in Yorkshire/Humber with a number of strong 
 local partnerships

• raising the profile of the organisation with a substantial increase in media 
 coverage

Impetus has recently produced its first Impact Report, comparing the impact metrics for 
the year prior to Impetus’ investment (2004) and the latest year end (2006). These have 
clearly shown Leap’s growth over the period, with their turnover nearly doubling, from 
£0.55m in 2004 to £1.05m in 2006; the number of young people reached has also nearly 
doubled, from 2,000 to 3,800, as has the number of adults trained, from 450 to 800.
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Invest	for	Children

Spain:	Project	Pension	Plans

This year, Invest for children (i4c) offered five pension plans for life to the best five 
employees with Down’s Syndrome who work for independent companies.  The aim is 
to help the integration of these employees and to increase their motivation and self-
esteem. i4c has chosen Foundation Projecte Aura to implement this project because 
Projecte Aura, which  uses the Supported Employment methodology, provides a 
personalised service to over 100 people with Down’s Syndrome to help their integration 
into the labour market.  

Spain:	Project	Special	Olympics

Special Olympics is an international non-profit organisation dedicated to empowering 
individuals with intellectual disabilities to become physically fit, productive and 
respected members of society through sports training and competition. Special 
Olympics offers children and adults with intellectual disabilities year-round training and 
competition in 30 Olympic-type summer and winter sports. 

i4c provided economic support to help Special Olympics Spain send 86 athletes to the 
2007 Special Olympics Games which were held in Shanghai, in October. 

Spain:	Project	DVD	‘I	can’

i4c has produced this DVD to demonstrate that employment integration is a successful 
option. The DVD contains images of, and interviews with, people with Down’s Syndrome 
at work, showing the benefits of integration. Again, the implementing partner is 
Foundation Projecte Aura. i4c has covered all the production and distribution costs of 
the DVD.
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NESsT	Europa

Slovakia:	Vydra

Slovakian civil society organisation Vydra is committed to preserving the cultural 
traditions and natural habitat of the economically depressed Cierny Balog region 
through education and sustainable community development. Their social enterprise, 
a ‘tourist camp’, offers recreation for visitors, environmental education programmes 
for schools, cultural events on their open-air stage, and a café that serves traditional 
Slovakian meals. 

Vydra’s ‘tourist camp’ has helped to create and stimulate employment for local 
communities, including Roma, who have limited resources and few opportunities 
for work. Their business model emphasises partnerships with other local businesses, 
bolstering the economic development of the region. Vydra’s unique model for rural 
development using social entrepreneurship has now been replicated in various low-
income areas of Slovakia. 
  

Since 2001 NESsT has invested nearly US$44,000 (€37,000) in capacity-building for 
Vydra, along with US$20,700 (€17,000) in financial capital. NESsT initially helped Vydra 
create a pre-feasibility study to assess their capacity to manage a social enterprise 
and to evaluate the viability of their enterprise ideas. A second NESsT investment was 
used for a full feasibility study, which led Vydra to decide to change its strategy and 
reshape its enterprise idea. The resultant new business plan detailed descriptions of 
the camp’s operational systems and a café. Capital investments followed to support 
architectural development, café construction and equipment, and a water pipeline to 
bring hot running water to the valley location. NESsT consulting support helped Vydra 
to implement a promotional strategy and marketing plan, launch a timesheet system 
that allowed for better human resources management, and develop financial and 
information systems. 

Vydra’s enterprise quickly grew: from 2001 to 2003 they doubled revenues to US$63,000, 
doubled their grant support from other donors, supported 15 new local businesses in 
the region, and exceeded by 50% the projected number of new tourists their collective 
businesses attracted to the valley.
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Oltre	Venture/Fondazione	Oltre

Italy:	Solidare

Fondazione Oltre has participated in the setting up of Solidare, a social co-operative 
comprising psychologists, psychotherapists and psychiatrists based in Milan and 
launched in September 2005. The co-operative offers a range of psychological services, 
including individual, family and group psychotherapy; counselling and psychological 
assistance; self-training courses; and training for schools and other non-profit 
organisations.  

Importantly, the co-operative offers its high-quality services at a low cost to its 
clients, making its support widely accessible. The disadvantaged individuals it targets 
increasingly face psychological and other hardships, and find it extremely difficult to 
access the services they need. Moreover, whilst the public sector provides very limited 
psychological assistance, professionals operating in the private sector charge fees which 
are prohibitive to many.  The services provided by Solidare are unique in the Milan area, 
and Solidare also is one of the first of its kind nationally.

Solidare’s key challenge is to become financially self-sufficient within two years, which 
will depend primarily on the fees paid by clients, and only partially on donations and 
public financing.

Fondazione Oltre is investing €40,000 in Solidare over two years. Support provided 
by Oltre is not only financial: the Foundation – which has become a partner in the 
co-operative and is represented on the Board of Directors – is also actively involved in 
providing organisational and strategic support.

After only a few months, the initial results are positive: in this short period, Solidare has 
acquired 60 private clients, and expects to break-even at 100 clients.
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The	One	Foundation

Headstrong	(www.headstrong.ie)

Headstrong – The National Centre for Youth Mental Health (Ireland) – was set up by The 
One Foundation in 2006 with a mission to empower communities to support young 
people in Ireland aged 12-25 to achieve better mental health and wellbeing.  Based on 
models in Australia and UK, Headstrong works with existing health, youth and other 
services to ensure that young people in local communities around Ireland can get the 
help they need when they need it.

One Foundation commissioned a feasibility study to design a response to the clear 
need and understand the scale of investment that might be needed.  It hired a CEO and 
seconded a One Foundation staff member to support him as the start-up team, and 
a co-founder of One Foundation led the Business Planning process to secure start-up 
investment.  One Foundation holds the Chair and both co-founders sit on the Board.

In its first year of life, Headstrong has hired a team of 11 staff members, produced 
research on the state of youth mental health in Ireland, secured the support of the 
Minister for Health, and developed the first county-wide plan for youth mental health 
(to serve a youth population of 38,000) in Galway, its first site and is beginning work in 2 
further sites.  In addition, it has leveraged One Foundation’s investment by 75%.  A start-
up investment of €1.32 million enabled the Headstrong management team to secure a 
further €1 million from the state for its first year.  Further investment by One Foundation 
is envisaged.
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The	Sutton	Trust

United	Kingdom:	The	Children’s	University

First established in the early 1990s and currently in operation in ten of the most 
deprived areas of England, Children’s University (CU) centres have developed excellent 
practice in providing a successful, exciting and innovative approach to out-of-school 
learning for young people, particularly in areas of disadvantage. 

The CU targets the 7-14 age range because this is a crucial stage for children in forming 
an attachment to learning and developing aspirations. There is convincing evidence 
that high-quality out of school activities can have a positive impact, both on children’s 
attainment and on their social and emotional development.  It stands to benefit 
particularly those from disadvantaged homes, who may have been put off formal 
education and face many other challenges outside the school environment.

While much CU provision is school-based, it benefits greatly from partnerships 
with organisations such as theatres, museums, sports centres, libraries, universities, 
businesses and other groups.  Provision takes the form of quality-assured modules, 
covering the arts, sports, sciences and humanities, and is delivered after school, at 
weekends or during holidays.

The Sutton Trust has been supporting the work of the CU since 2006, researching the 
extent of current activity, developing best practice models, and ultimately funding 
the formation of the CU Trust which aims to provide a framework for the expansion of 
existing centres and to bring the Children’s University into many more disadvantaged 
communities. Working with the CU Trust, the Sutton Trust has leveraged funding of 
£750,000 over 2 years from the Department for Children, Schools and Families and is 
looking for other partners to extend the work of the CU further. By 2009, our aim is to 
have a minimum of 30 local centres, providing more than 300,000 pupil/hours of tuition 
to children in areas of social and economic need and, beyond that, to make CU provision 
universal in the 86 most deprived areas of England.
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Venturesome	

Global	Action	Plan	(www.globalactionplan.org.uk)

Global Action Plan (GAP) is an environmental charity that helps people make positive, 
practical changes at home, at work, at school and in the wider community. It was 
launched in the UK in 1993 and now offers a range of programmes, tools and advice 
to enable people to work together to make small changes that have a big impact on 
environmental problems. Faced with a shortfall in grant funding in 2004/5, GAP decided 
to increase their income from trading. They used a £75,000 loan from Venturesome to 
bridge the income gap in the shortterm and to establish a longer-term growth path 
which uses a mixture of grant and loan finance. They developed new products such as 
the ‘Carbon Gymnasium’, a collection of equipment, like weights and an exercise bike 
that helps people make the connection between their lifestyles and carbon emissions. 
By December 2006, they had paid back over half of the loan and in the 2005/06 financial 
year were able to break even. Their trading activities now generate £800,000 a year and 
the split between grant income and trading income is 50:50.

The increase in trading activity has meant that staff numbers have also increased. 
This led to cashflow difficulties, as wage demands were constant, but trading income 
fluctuated. So, in view of the growth in income, and Venturesome’s recognition of 
the importance of their work, Venturesome offered them a second loan of £50,000 in 
January 2007 for working capital. GAP Director Trewin Restorick praises Venturesome’s 
‘hands on’ approach and believes that the benefits provided by the Venturesome loan 
go beyond the financial assistance that has enabled them to grow.
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ACT
United Kingdom
www.andrewscharitabletrust.org.uk
ACT primarily offers seed corn finance to 
establish new charitable organisations 
engaging in innovative activities that directly 
advance the Christian religion or aim to relieve 
sickness, poverty or distress in any part of the 
world.  ACT typically is the major core funder 
and takes a significant role in the governance 
of the new organisation.

CANOPUS	Foundation
Germany
www.canopusfund.org
Founded in 1997, CANOPUS promotes 
private social investment and social 
enterprise in order to fight poverty and 
environmental degradation, and provides 
business development assistance for social 
entrepreneurs in developing countries working 
in the field of clean energy technologies. 

Fondazione	Dynamo
Italy
www.fondazionedynamo.org
Fondazione Dynamo intends to contribute to 
philanthropic development in Italy through 
the financial, technical and managerial 
support and promotion of new social ventures, 
enabling them to be sustainable.

Media	Development	Loan	Fund
Czech Republic
www.mdlf.cz
Media Development Loan Fund (MDLF) is 
a non-profit investment fund that seeks to 
secure a strong and independent press in 
countries with a history of media oppression.  
Through low-cost capital, in-depth training 
and long-term advice and support, it helps 
news outlets committed to responsible 
journalism strengthen their operations and 
become commercially sustainable.

Partnership	Foundation
The Netherlands
www.partnershipfoundation.nl
Partnership Foundation aims to provide 
a home, education and assistance with 
reintegration to 10,000 street children in India.  
The Foundation’s business-like approach is 
results-oriented, low-cost and transparent.

SHINE
United Kingdom
www.shinetrust.org.uk
SHINE helps disadvantaged children and 
young people by supporting programmes 
that concentrate on core  educational subjects. 
SHINE is commited to achieving measurable 
outcomes, and SHINE’s trustees fund all of 
SHINE’s annual operating costs, so 100% of 
every donation reaches the funded projects.

Social	Venture	Capital
The Netherlands
www.sovec.nl
SOVEC believes that you can fight poverty by 
creating sustainable employment.  Working 
with partners, SOVEC invests medium-term 
capital and expertise in social enterprise 
projects in Africa. 

The	Blue	Link
The Netherlands
www.thebluelink.org
The Blue Link matches themes and goals 
of entrepreneurial projects in developing 
countries with the core business of companies 
in Western Europe. The Blue Link takes a 
business approach towards integrating 
these partnerships in the business process of 
companies, generating benefits for both the 
development project and for the company.

Other	European	venture	philanthropy	organisations
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Toolbox
Belgium
www.toolboxh2o.org 
Toolbox aims to help organisations integrate 
and effectively use proven management 
and communications skills and techniques 
to improve their performance and long-
term outlook.  It helps non-profits define 
key performance indicators (KPIs) that are 
specifically tailored to the organisation’s needs 
and translate into practical scorecards.
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The	118	Foundation
www.webmethods.org
Previously known as the webMethods 
Foundation, the 118 Foundation supports 
organisations that play a key role in making 
communities better in the areas of housing, 
education, and healthcare.  The Foundation 
also has expanded its outreach internationally 
to support organisations that fight poverty, 
create jobs, and transform lives. 

Acumen	Fund
New York
www.acumenfund.org
Acumen Fund is a non-profit venture fund 
that uses entrepreneurial approaches to 
solve the problems of global poverty by 
building financially sustainable and scalable 
organisations that deliver water, health and 
housing to the poor in South Asia and Africa. 
It adheres to a disciplined process in selecting 
and managing philanthropic investments, 
as well as in measuring social and financial 
returns.

Center	for	Venture	philanthropy	(CVP)
California
www.pcf.org/venture_philanthropy
CVP is a forum for community donors to 
collaborate and catalyse societal change.  
Using a venture capital model, investors 
determine ‘social venture funding’ on results-
oriented business plans.  Investors work 
directly with CVP staff and non-profit leaders 
to understand community issues and to 
structure their investments.

Common	Good	Ventures	
Maine
www.commongoodventures.org
Common Good Ventures is a philanthropic 
organisation that partners with non-profit 
groups to improve their performance.  
It supports its partners through capital 
investment, business coaching, recruitment of 
MBA students to work directly with partners, 
leverage of its community business network, 
and development of meaningful, cost-
effective ways of tracking progress against 
social goals. 

Draper	Richards	Foundation
California
www.draperrichards.org
The Draper Richards Foundation provides 
selected social entrepreneurs with three years 
of annual funding, specifically for the purpose 
of starting new non-profit organisations 
that demonstrate innovative approaches to 
effecting significant social change.  Based 
on a venture capital model, the Foundation 
also offers strategic and organisational 
assistance.

Echoing	Green
New York
www.echoinggreen.org
Echoing Green’s mission is to spark social 
change by identifying, investing and 
supporting the world’s most exceptional 
emerging leaders and the organisations 
they launch.  It offers full-time fellowships to 
emerging social entrepreneurs, supporting 
them with seed money, technical support and 
consulting, and its global network of social 
entrepreneurs.

US	venture	philanthropy	organisations
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REDF
California
www.redf.org
REDF provides guidance, leadership and 
investment to a portfolio of social enterprises 
to build the capacity of these organisations 
to change the lives of people who face 
poverty, homelessness, mental illness and 
other barriers to employment.  Performance 
measurement is an important aspect of its 
work, and REDF shares its learning to improve 
philanthropy practice worldwide.

Rinconada	Ventures
California
www.rinconada.org
Rinconada takes a venture capital approach 
to funding social entrepreneurs in the 
areas of disability rights, education and the 
environment.  Emphasising a long-term 
partnership, it offers finance as well as 
management support.

Robin	Hood	Foundation
New York
www.robinhood.org
Robin Hood targets poverty in New York City 
by finding and funding the best community-
based groups and partnering with them to 
maximise results.  Its trustees underwrite 
all administrative and fundraising costs, so 
100% of donations go directly to funded 
programmes. Robin Hood is results-focused, 
and provides strategic and financial planning 
and other organisational assistance.

Silicon	Valley	Social	Venture	Fund	(SV2)
California
www.sv2.org
SV2 is a network organisation that levers its 
collective intellectual, financial and leadership 
capital to support activities that change 
and strengthen the way public benefit 
corporations do business.  SV2 Partners 
provide advisory support to help grantee 
organisations build their  organisational 
capacity and effectiveness.   

Full	Circle	Fund
California
www.fullcirclefund.org
Full Circle Fund is a membership organisation 
that uses a results-oriented model for 
addressing community problems in the 
areas of affordable housing, education, and 
technology/workforce development.  The 
Fund provides support with financial, human, 
political, and social capital.  Members must 
contribute both money to the Fund and 
hands-on strategic support to grantees. 

New	Profit
Massachusetts
www.newprofit.org
New Profit provides multi-year financial and 
strategic support to organisations focused 
on a range of issues from childhood literacy 
and college access to workforce development 
and civic engagement.  New Profit helps social 
entrepreneurs to scale their social impact by 
uniting funding and intellectual capital from 
individual investors with resources from the 
Monitor Group and other partners.

New	Schools	Venture	Fund
California and Massachusetts
www.newschools.org
New Schools Venture Fund is a venture 
philanthropy firm working to transform public 
education in the US.  It invests early-stage 
capital in non-profit and for-profit ventures led 
by promising education entrepreneurs who 
are creating high-quality, scalable solutions 
that address the most critical problems 
facing education, and provides them with 
board oversight and active management 
assistance.

Pacific	Community	Ventures	(PCV)
California
http://pacificcommunityventures.org
PCV provides mentoring, resources, loans and 
equity financing to businesses that have the 
potential to bring significant economic gains 
to low-income communities in California.  
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Social	Venture	Partners	International	(SVPI)
Washington
www.svpi.org
SVPI is a network of affiliates that seek to 
catalyze significant, long-term positive social 
change in their communities by educating 
individuals to be well informed, effective, 
and engaged philanthropists; and investing 
time, expertise, and money in innovative 
nonprofits to collaboratively strengthen their 
organisations. 

Three	Guineas	Fund
California
www.3gf.org
Three Guineas Fund creates social change by 
investing in economic opportunity for women 
and girls.  It has had a particular interest in 
models that contribute to systemic change 
and that bridge for-profit and non-profit 
sectors.  Three Guineas maintains a small 
portfolio of grant partners, and strives to 
model a philanthropic process and culture 
that promote partnership and relationship 
building.

Venture	Philanthropy	Partners	(VPP)
Washington, D.C.
www.vppartners.org
VPP provides multi-year funding and 
management expertise and other non-financial 
support to high-potential, community-based 
organisations that are serving the core 
developmental, learning, and educational 
needs of children from low-income families 
in the National Capital Region.
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GlobalGiving
USA
www.globalgiving.com
GlobalGiving connects individual and 
institutional donors directly to social and 
economic development projects and 
environmental causes around the world.  
Donors can give to projects via its public 
website, globalgiving.com or use the 
company’s custom giving services.  All donors 
receive progress reports on their funded 
projects. 

Global	Social	Venture	Competition
International
http://socialvc.net
The Competition is a partnership between 
the Haas School of Business, University of 
Berkeley; Columbia Business School; London 
Business School and The Goldman Sachs 
Foundation that brings together the academic 
and financial worlds to support the creation 
of social ventures.  Cash prizes are awarded 
annually to MBA students whose business 
plans achieve the best blended value (high 
economic and social returns).

Grantmakers	for	Effective	Organisations	
(GEO)
USA
www.geofunders.org
GEO is a coalition of more than 500 grant-
makers committed to building strong and 
effective non-profit organisations. GEO’s 
mission is to maximise philanthropy’s impact 
by advancing the effectiveness of grant-
makers and their grantees. GEO does this by 
commissioning and contributing to research, 
developing programmes and products, 
and building a community of practice that 
expands the resources available on non-profit 
effectiveness.

Aspen	Institute
International
www.aspeninsitute.org
The mission of the Aspen Institute is to 
foster enlightened leadership and open-
minded dialogue.  Its Nonprofit Sector 
and Philanthropy Program (NSPP) seeks to 
improve the operation of the non-profit 
sector and philanthropy through research, 
leadership education, and communication 
initiatives focused on critical non-profit 
issues, such as its Fast-Growth, High-Impact 
Nonprofit project.

Center	for	Social	Innovation,	Stanford	
Graduate	School	of	Business
USA
www.gsb.stanford.edu/csi
CSI builds and strengthens the capacity of 
individuals and organisations to develop 
innovative solutions to social problems for 
a more just, sustainable and healthy world.  
Through research, teaching and engagement, 
CSI leverages Stanford’s knowledge, expertise 
and networks in working with socially 
concerned leaders and their organisations to 
illuminate and address social problems. 

Geneva	Global	Inc
USA
www.genevaglobal.com
Geneva Global is a professional services 
firm providing independent research to 
donors.  It levers its multinational team, 
global network and research tools to 
proactively identify and qualify the 
most extraordinary philanthropic grant 
opportunities around the world, promising a 
measurable ‘return on investment’: lasting life 
change in the world’s hardest places.

Other	philanthropy	resources
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GuideStar	UK
UK
www.guidestar.org.uk
GuideStar UK is an independent charity set up 
in 2003 to provide a single, easily accessible 
source of detailed information about every 
charity and voluntary organisation in the 
UK.  The site contains details of the 167,000 
registered main charities in England and Wales 
and will in the future will include charities in 
Scotland and Northern Ireland as well as social 
enterprises and informal voluntary groups.

The	Morino	Institute
USA
www.morino.org
The Morino Institute is a non-profit 
organisation that explores the opportunities 
and risks of the Internet and the New Economy 
to advance social change.  The Institute makes 
grants to support initiatives and programmes 
that seek to achieve positive educational, 
economic and social change in four focus 
areas: understanding the Internet and society, 
closing social divides, stimulating New 
Economy entrepreneurship, and advancing 
a more effective philanthropy.

Origo
USA
www.origoinc.com
Origo develops and executes partnership 
and financial strategies from across industry, 
finance and the social sectors that guide 
businesses to becoming successful social 
enterprises. To advance its mission, Origo 
also conducts research, hosts events, and 
publishes an e-newsletter.

Skoll	Centre	for	Social	Entrpreneureship
UK
www.sbs.ox.ac/skoll
A series of working papers on Venture 
Philanthropy published as part of the Skoll 
Centre’s research programme on the Non-
profit capital Market.
Paper 1: Venture Philanthropy : The Evolution 

of High Engagement Philanthropy in Europe, 
Dr Rob John, June 2006.
Paper 2: Beyond the Cheque: How Venture 
Philanthropists Add Value. Dr Rob John, 
October 2007.

Social	Edge
International
www.socialedge.org
Sponsored by the Skoll Foundation, Social 
Edge is an online community for the social 
sector, whose members include social 
entrepreneurs, philanthropists, non-profit 
professionals, activists and academics.  The site 
aims to strike a balance between the visionary 
and the practical, with spirited discussions and 
online workshops and features.

Social	Ventures	Australia
Australia
www.socialventures.com.au
SVA creates and fosters social change by 
supporting outstanding social entrepreneurs 
in two central streams: SVA Boost! Fund, 
which provides funding to SVA-backed social 
ventures; and Venture Development, which 
delivers practical advice and guidance to 
social entrepreneurs to help in the growth of 
their ventures.  SVA has a national portfolio 
of ventures covering areas including 
environment, youth education, indigenous 
& social enterprise.

UniversalGiving
USA
www.universalgiving.org
UniversalGiving is a non-profit dedicated to 
making giving and volunteering a natural 
part of everyday life.  Its web-based service 
connects donors and volunteers with 
exceptional organisations around the world.  
Working with trusted and independent NGO 
(non-governmental organisations) partners, 
UniversalGiving provides multiple levels of 
due diligence on supported organisations.
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EVPA	Contacts

European	Venture	Philanthropy	Association
Crossfield Place
Weybridge
Surrey  KT13 0RG
UNITED KINGDOM

info@evpa.eu.com
www.evpa.eu.com 
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